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Python Beginners

Welcome to the documentation for the Python portion of Advanced Web Apps, a course for communications students
at the University of Florida.
View the code on GitHub
In this course, students who have learned HTML, CSS, and some JavaScript learn to use Python for web scraping and
other tasks useful in media organizations.
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CONTENTS

CHAPTER

ONE

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

These are Google docs.
• Cheat sheet for the command line
• Getting Started with Python 3
• Install virtualenv and Jupyter
See also the official Python documentation.

1.1 Starting Python
To begin learning Python, read chapters 1 and 2 in Sweigart’s Automate the Boring Stuff with Python (second edition).
Some scripts in this folder are based on Sweigart’s — naturally, he has more examples than only these. At his website,
there’s a link to download files used in the book.
Python scripts for this section

1.1.1 Install Python
If you haven’t installed Python yet, I made a Google doc for that:
• Getting Started with Python 3
Two other helpful docs are linked on the CONTENTS page (under “Outside Resources”):
• Contents page

1.1.2 Interactively learning Python
Start by running simple expressions and statements in the interactive Python interpreter (interactive shell). Open
Terminal (Mac) or Command Prompt (Windows). Type python3 (Mac) or python (Windows) at the prompt to
start the interpreter. When you see >>>, you’re in the shell. This will help you get comfortable with variables and
basic math operators:
>>> fruit = 'apple'
>>> print(fruit)
apple
>>> fruit = 'pear'
>>> print(fruit)
pear
>>> 5 + 2
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

7
>>> sum = 5 + 2
>>> print(sum)
7

Attention: It’s very important to play with these simple statements and try things. Do not only type what is in
the book or what you see here. Make up your own examples and try them. Type to understand how things work. If
you don’t type the code yourself, you will not learn it.

1.1.3 Using Mu
In his Introduction, Sweigart recommends using the Mu editing program, which you can download (free) for Mac or
Windows.

If you are using Mu, you can type Python code interactively into the segment labeled “Python3 (Jupyter) REPL”
instead of using Terminal or Command Prompt.

4
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1.1.4 Saving Python scripts and running them
If you use Mu, you can write and save your Python scripts in the upper segment. When you run the script, the results
will appear in the segment labeled “Running: filename.py.” Python scripts must end with a .py extension.
Instead of Mu, you can use Atom, our trusted code editor, to write and save your Python scripts. Code is code. You can
write any code in Atom. Instead of saving the file with a .html or .js extension, just save it with a .py extension
when it is a Python file.
If you write and save the file in Atom, how do you run it?
It’s easiest if you are in the same directory where the .py file was saved. Use the cd command (Command Line Tips)
to get there.
At the command prompt ($ in Mac, C:\Users\yourname> in Windows), type this (using your actual filename,
of course):
python myfilename.py

And it runs! (Mac users: If not in a virtualenv, type python3 instead of python.)
Tip: Never try to run a file at the >>> Python shell prompt. You need to be at the command prompt to run a file.

1.1.5 Your first Python program
This is from Sweigart’s chapter 1 (pp. 11–13). After you’ve practiced basic expressions and variables in the interactive
shell, you need to learn how to save a script as a file and run it.
Listing 1: ../python_code_examples/learn_python/a_tiny_script.py
print('Hello world!')
print('What is your name?') # ask for their name
myName = input()
print('It is good to meet you, ' + myName)
print('The length of your name is:')
print(len(myName))
print('What is your age?') # ask for their age
myAge = input()
print('You will be ' + str(int(myAge) + 1) + ' in a year.')

You can use Mu, or you can write the script in Atom and run it in the Terminal.
Attention: Make sure to note exactly where you save the .py file. You need to know where it is on your computer
so that you can run it!
This interactive program says hello and asks for your name and age. It assigns your name and age to variables. It then
uses the variables to print out strings, which will differ depending on what you responded.
These Python built-in functions are demonstrated in the interactive program:
• print()
• input()
• len()

1.1. Starting Python
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• int()
• str()
Note: All the code in the program is explained in Sweigart’s chapter 1.
Here’s what the program looks like in Atom:

Here’s how I ran it in Terminal (note, I made a folder named automate for my files from the book):

6
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1.1.6 Code blocks and indentation
Python relies on consistent indentation of all code blocks. You need to pick a number of spaces (or use only tabs) and
stick with it. Your code will throw errors if you are inconsistent.
Listing 2: ../python_code_examples/learn_python/b_if_statements.py
print("What is your name?")
name = input()
print("How old are you?")
age = input()
if name == 'Alice' and int(age) < 13:
print("How's Wonderland?")
elif name == 'Alice':
print("You are too old to enter through the looking glass, Alice.")
elif int(age) < 13:
print('This is only for Alice, kiddo.')
else:
print('You are not Alice, and you are 13 or older.')

Note how the indents are exactly the same for each code block.
Tip: When you run the code for an example, try entering many combinations and try to understand each result. For
the script above, enter a name other than Alice and an age above 13, as well as Alice and an age below 13. By entering
different name and age values, you should be able to figure out how conditional statements work together.

1.1.7 Chapter review: chapters 1 and 2
These are the takeaways from the first two chapters.
Chapter 1
1. Use the interactive Python shell to enter basic math expressions and get results (using the math operators)
2. Compare the output from 23 / 7 and 23 // 7
3. Exponents, e.g. 2 ** 4
4. Order of operations: PEMDAS
5. Main data types: string, float, integer
6. String concatenation, e.g. 'Alice' + 'Bob'
7. String replication, e.g. 'Alice' * 5
8. Assign a value to a variable with =
9. Rules for variable names: No spaces. Use only letters, numbers, and the underscore (_) character. Cannot begin
with a number. Case sensitive. (p. 11)
10. Comments start with #
11. print() function
12. input() function — assign user input to a variable: answer = input()

1.1. Starting Python
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13. len() function
14. str(), int(), and float() functions — when we insert a numeral into a string, for example (pp. 15–18)
Chapter 2
1. The Boolean data type: True, False
2. Comparison operators, e.g. greater than, less than
3. Difference between == and = (what do they do?)
4. Boolean operators: and, or, not
5. Conditions and blocks (pp. 27-28)
6. Flow control statements
• if statements — they will evaluate to True or False
• else and elif statements
• while loops
• break statements
• continue statements
• for loops with range()
7. Press Control-C to break out of an infinite loop
8. What is an infinite loop?
9. “When used in conditions, 0, 0.0, and '' (the empty string) are considered False, while all other values are
considered True.” (Truthiness, p. 43)
10. The random module, from Python’s standard library
11. Use of the import statement
12. Use of random.randint()
Slides: chapters 1 and 2
Python Review 1

1.2 Functions in Python
This section is based on chapter 3 in Sweigart’s Automate the Boring Stuff with Python (second edition).
Python scripts for this section
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1.2.1 Write and run a Python script
To write functions in Python, you will be saving files with the .py extension. You can write and save Python files in
Atom or in Mu.
To run a script named foobar.py that’s in the current directory, type this at the bash prompt ($) in Mac or the Windows
Command Prompt:
python3 foobar.py

On Windows, or in a virtualenv on Mac or Windows, drop the 3 from python3:
python foobar.py

You do not need to be in your virtualenv to do this, but it’s okay if you are.

1.2.2 Put something in, get something out
Sweigart notes that many functions operate as “black boxes”: This describes a function with parameters (it takes
arguments) and a return statement. Something goes into it (arguments) and something comes out of it (whatever is
returned). You don’t need to know how it works; you just need to know what it does.
a_black_box.py
def add_things(a, b):
result = (a * 3) + (b * 3)
return result

To run that function, call it, passing in two strings as arguments:
add_things("love", "Gators")

The function will return this:
loveloveloveGatorsGatorsGators

However, you will not see the returned value unless you capture it, or “catch” it, with a variable, like this:
output = add_things("love", "Gators")

Then you can print output or send it to a database or write it into the HTML of a live web page — or whatever you
need.
print(output)

This is true for many functions we use from imported libraries. We know how to call the function, and we know what
to expect as output, but we don’t need to know how it works.
Note: We don’t need to know how a toaster toasts bread to get toast out of it. We put in two pieces of bread (the
arguments we pass into a function), and toast is returned after the function runs.

1.2. Functions in Python
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1.2.3 Using parameters and returns in functions
Let’s build a function step by step to help you understand parameters and returns. Assume that you buy the same
coffee (or other beverage) daily, and you want to calculate how much you spend per week.
# this function has no parameters and returns nothing
def drink_expenses():
price = 3.99
count = 7
total = price * count
# call the function
drink_expenses()

It’s not very useful like that. What if the price of the drink changes? What if you want to calculate a different time
period?
# this function has two parameters, but it returns nothing
def drink_expenses(price, count):
total = price * count
# call the function with two arguments
drink_expenses(3.99, 7)

Now you’re able to pass in any price and any time span you want. However, you can’t use the value for total if there’s
no return statement. So — return the total amount spent on coffee.
# this function has two parameters, and it returns a value
def drink_expenses(price, count):
total = price * count
return total
# call the function with two arguments
drink_expenses(4.49, 5)

The function is good, but the way you call it needs to change. To assign the returned value of a function to a new
variable, follow this pattern:
# this function has two parameters, and it returns a value
def drink_expenses(price, count):
total = price * count
return total
# assign the returned value to a new variable, result
result = drink_expenses(4.49, 5)
print(result)

A function can have many lines of instructions inside its code block (including conditionals, loops, and more).
Tip: It’s best to write functions that perform one specific task, rather than several tasks.

10
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1.2.4 Scope
This is a bit of a hard topic for beginners, because you don’t have much experience writing longer or complex scripts.
Consider the following example:
Listing 3: ../python_code_examples/functions/f_scope_global_vs_local.py
# example of badly using scope of variables
def breakfast():
food = 'eggs'
drink = 'coffee'
print("Breakfast:")
print(food, drink, "\n")
def lunch():
food = 'salad'
drink = 'iced tea'
print("Lunch:")
print(food, drink, "\n")
# run the functions
lunch()
breakfast()
# attempt to print local variables (will not work)
print(food)
print(drink)

Everything will work fine except the last two lines. If you run the script, you’ll see what the two functions print:
Lunch:
salad iced tea
Breakfast:
eggs coffee

But then you’ll see an error:
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "f_scope_global_vs_local.py", line 20, in <module>
print(food)
NameError: name 'food' is not defined

The error message (last line) clearly states the problem: You tried to print the value of the variable food, but there is
no such variable outside the functions. The script stopped with print(food), but if you tried print (drink)
instead, you’d get the same error.
Note that it’s fine to have food in both functions and drink in both functions — there is no conflict or confusion
because of local scope.

1.2. Functions in Python
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Key points about scope
• A variable has local scope or global scope. It cannot have both.
• A local variable exists only inside a function. It cannot be transmitted outside the function (although its value
can be — via return).
• Sometimes you will make a mistake about the scope of a variable, and then you will get an error — or (worse)
your answers or results will not be correct.
• A global variable exists outside any function. It may be used inside a function.
• “It is a bad habit to rely on global variables as your programs get larger and larger” (Sweigart, p. 66).
• Avoid repeating the names of variables in different scopes. If you have a global variable named foobar, do not
name a local variable foobar.
• See four rules, p. 69 in Sweigart

1.2.5 try/except
When your program throws an error, your script stops. In most cases you want to be informed of the error but not have
the script come to a halt. The usual way to accomplish this in Python is to write the code you want to run within the
try block, and write instructions for handling the error inside the except block.
Listing 4: ../python_code_examples/functions/h_try_except.py
# error handling: use this try/except pattern
def test_for_int(num):
try:
num = int(num)
message = str(num) + " is an integer. Good job!"
# this exception handles any entry that was NOT an integer
except ValueError:
message = "Error: You did not provide a whole number."
return message
# ask for user input
response = input("Enter a number: ")
# run the function, and print what is returned
print( test_for_int(response) )

The code above requires the user to type a whole number. A string or a decimal (float) will trigger the exception.
Hint: To find out what kind of error would be thrown, experiment at the Python command line (error types are case
sensitive). Also, there is a list of built-in exceptions. AttributeError and ValueError are common, but there
are many others!

12
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1.2.6 Chapter review: chapter 3
These are the takeaways from this chapter. Slides below.
Key points
1. The def statement (how and where to use it)
2. When is the code in a function executed? (Know the difference between defining a function and running it.)
3. Parameters or arguments: Where are these, in a function?
• How do they work when you define the function?
• How do they work when you run the function? (Note: Instead of run, we may say call or execute the
function. All have the same meaning.)
4. The return keyword (used in a function)
5. The NoneType data type: value is None
• This will be important in scraping! If you get an error that says something does not work because it cannot
be applied to NoneType, it means something returned None when you were expecting another value.
• “Python adds return None to the end of any function definition with no return statement” (Sweigart, p.
62). In other words, a function with no return statement returns None.
• An empty return statement (that is, the word return alone on a line) also returns None.
6. Keyword arguments: You can forget this for the time being
7. Important! Scope of variables
8. Functions as “black boxes”: Describes a function with parameters (meaning that it takes arguments) and a
return statement. One or more values go into the function (arguments) and some value comes out of it (whatever
is returned).
9. Exception handling (also called error handling): try/except pattern
Slides: chapter 3
Python Review 2

1.3 Working with Lists
This section is based on chapter 4 in Sweigart’s Automate the Boring Stuff with Python (second edition).
Python scripts for this section
Python lists are very similar to JavaScript arrays. However, in Python, an array is a different thing, and we will be
using lists, not arrays. Read this if you’re curious about the difference.
A new list can be made like this:
my_list = ['cat', 'bat', 'rat', 'elephant']

As with JavaScript arrays, a Python list contains items that can be accessed via an index number. Each item in the list
has a unique index, starting with 0:

1.3. Working with Lists
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>>> my_list = ['cat', 'bat', 'rat', 'elephant']
>>> print(my_list[1])
bat
>>> print(my_list[0])
cat
>>>

This next bit is pretty sophisticated, but you will probably use it: We can put lists *inside* of lists. When we do, we
can access the list items with index numbers as usual, but you’ll need to use one index to access a list (in the list of
lists) and a second index to access an item inside that list. See Sweigart page 79 for this. It’s like a double-decker list.
>>> new_list = [ [0, 1, 3], ['a', 'b', 'c'], ['red', 'white', 'blue'] ]
>>> print( new_list[2][0] )
red
>>>

Above is an example of a list (new_list) that contains three items. Each of the three items is a different list. To access
the first item in the third list, we use the index of the third list, 2, followed by the index of the first item, 0.
Slices provide a way to get several consecutive items from a list all at once; see Sweigart pages 80–81.
The length of a list (just like the length of a string) can be found with len():
>>>
>>>
4
>>>
>>>
9
>>>

my_list = ['cat', 'bat', 'rat', 'elephant']
len(my_list)
word = "fantastic"
len(word)

1.3.1 Looping over a list
Sweigart covers a variety of things we can do to or with Python lists, including adding new items to them and deleting
items from them. Perhaps the most common thing we do with lists is loop through them to print or inspect their
contents:
>>> my_list = ['cat', 'bat', 'rat', 'elephant']
>>> for thing in my_list:
...
print(thing)
...
cat
bat
rat
elephant
>>>

Attention: Above, thing is a new variable. Its value is the value of the current list item. Each time the loop
runs, the value of thing is the next item in the list.
If we need to know the index number while we are looping through a list, we can get it with enumerate():

14
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>>>
>>>
...
...
The
The
The
The
>>>

my_list = ['cat', 'bat', 'rat', 'elephant']
for index, item in enumerate(my_list):
print('The index: ' + str(index) + ' The item: ' + item)
index:
index:
index:
index:

0
1
2
3

The
The
The
The

item:
item:
item:
item:

cat
bat
rat
elephant

Attention: Above, index and item are both new variables. The words index and item are not special. You
could just as well use a and b, or i and thing.
You don’t need to loop through a list to find out if a particular item exists there. See Sweigart pages 84–85 for details
(“The in and not in Operators”). He also shows you how to assign list items to individual variables (pages 85–86,
“The Multiple Assignment Trick”).

1.3.2 Augmented assignment operators
I have no clue why this is in the middle of the lists chapter, but you should know that in Python we cannot increment
a value with ++ as we can in JavaScript.
We can, however, use a shortened form instead of x = x + 1 to increment a value:
>>>
>>>
>>>
1
>>>
>>>
101
>>>

x = 0
x += 1
print(x)
x += 100
print(x)

The same technique works with -, *, \, and % (modulus).

1.3.3 Methods, and finding things in lists
In web scraping, we use a BeautifulSoup method on Tag objects: object.get_text()
A method is a function (e.g. get_text()), but it must be called on a value. In the object.get_text()
example, object contains one or more HTML elements and (probably) text. Calling get_text() on object
returns the text alone, without any HTML tags.
For use with Python lists, Sweigart shows us the method index(): If spam is a Python list and that list contains an
item with the value "hello", then spam.index('hello') will return the index number of that item.
It’s useful to know that if the list does not contain that value, then the method index() will return a ValueError.
This is useful because (like any error) ValueError could be used in a try/except combo. When you are scraping,
that can be very useful indeed.
Other list methods include append() and insert().

1.3. Working with Lists
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>>> my_list = ['cat', 'bat', 'rat', 'elephant']
>>> my_list.append('rhino')
>>> print(my_list)
['cat', 'bat', 'rat', 'elephant', 'rhino']
>>>

Note: The append() method is used often in web scraping.
Earlier in the chapter, we saw del spam[2] — this deletes the item with index 2 from the list spam. Note how
that is different from the remove() method:
>>> my_list = ['cat', 'bat', 'rat', 'elephant', 'rhino']
>>> my_list.remove('bat')
>>> print(my_list)
['cat', 'rat', 'elephant', 'rhino']
>>>

The sort() method will only work if your list items are all strings or all numbers. Also, strings that begin with an
uppercase letter will be sorted separately from strings that begin with a lowercase letter.
>>> water_list = ['lake', 'Ontario', 'river', 'Hudson', 'ocean', 'Atlantic']
>>> water_list.sort()
>>> print(water_list)
['Atlantic', 'Hudson', 'Ontario', 'lake', 'ocean', 'river']
>>>

If you try to use .sort() on a list that contains both strings and integers, you’ll see this error:
TypeError: '<' not supported between instances of 'str' and 'int'

Note that by using the sort() method, the list is changed. The old order cannot be regained. The old indexes are
destroyed. Originally, water_list[0] was 'lake'. Now it is 'Atlantic'.
There is a method Sweigart did not cover, and it’s very handy: pop(). We can put an index inside the parentheses,
and then the item at that index will be removed, permanently, from the list. If no index is specified, pop() removes
and returns the last item in the list. Note that leaving the parentheses empty is the most common way to use pop().
Here’s how it works:
>>> print(water_list)
['Atlantic', 'Hudson', 'Ontario', 'lake', 'ocean', 'river']
>>> water_list.pop()
'river'
>>> next_item = water_list.pop()
>>> another_item = water_list.pop()
>>> print(water_list)
['Atlantic', 'Hudson', 'Ontario']
>>> print(next_item)
ocean
>>> print(another_item)
lake
>>>

Here are all of the methods of Python lists.

16
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1.3.4 Tuples and immutability
Sweigart explains the difference between mutable and immutable data types and then goes on to introduce tuples
(pronounced too-puls). A tuple might look like a list at first glance, but it’s not — and it doesn’t behave like a list,
either.
A tuple can contain one or more items, like a list, but the items cannot be changed. They cannot be sorted into order,
and they cannot be deleted or removed. Perhaps most surprising, you cannot even add a new item to a tuple. Once it
is made, a tuple is immutable.
Lists are mutable, and that means we can change and reorder their contents at any time.

1.3.5 Lists and references
Another important thing to know about Python lists is that you can’t simply duplicate one. You might think, “Oh, I’m
going to change the contents of my_list, so I’ll make a copy of it as a backup.” This is not going to do what you
probably expect:
>>> my_list = ['cat', 'bat', 'rat']
>>> foobar = my_list
>>> print(foobar)
['cat', 'bat', 'rat']
>>> # you think you have a copy of my_list in foobar - you are wrong
>>> my_list.append('aardvark')
>>> my_list.append('zebra')
>>> my_list.remove('rat')
>>> my_list.sort()
>>> print(my_list)
['aardvark', 'bat', 'cat', 'zebra']
>>> print(foobar)
['aardvark', 'bat', 'cat', 'zebra']
>>>

Sweigart explains this in chapter 4. Both my_list and foobar are simply references to the list, which exists
elsewhere in memory. To make a real copy that is independent of the original, you have to use other means.

1.3.6 Chapter review: chapter 4
Key points
1. Create a new list
2. Get the value of one item in a list using its index
3. Make a double-decker list (lists inside a list) and access specific items in the inner lists.
4. Use slices to get multiple items from a list all at once
5. Use len() to get the number of items in a list
6. Use del() to delete an item from a list using its index
7. Loop through a list in different ways
8. Use of in and not in with lists
9. Increment a value using +=
10. Use the following methods correctly:
1.3. Working with Lists
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• index()
• append()
• remove()
• sort()
• pop() not in Sweigart; see above
11. The differences between a Python list and a tuple
12. You can’t simply make a copy of a list in the way you might expect (know how to look up the correct way to
make a copy if you need to do so)
Slides: chapters 9 and 4
Slide deck

1.4 Reading and Writing Files
This section is based on chapter 9 in Sweigart’s Automate the Boring Stuff with Python (second edition).
Python scripts for this section
Python can access files on your computer. It can create new text files and write into them. It can also read text files
and copy text from them.
In Sweigart’s chapter 9, we are mainly interested in pages 215–219, “The File Reading/Writing Process.” Nevertheless,
the previous section in chapter 9, under “Files and File Paths,” does contain useful information. I suggest you scan
through the chapter up to page 215 and then read pages 215–219 carefully.
The pathlib module can be a bit confusing. You can learn more here.
Most students will benefit from a review of “Absolute vs. Relative Paths” (pages 206–207).
Attention: Be sure to note the differences between paths on Mac and paths on Windows. If you write Python
code meant for others to use, and your code includes a reference to a path, then you should use the pathlib
module to ensure that your code for a path would work on both Mac and Windows.

1.4.1 Check whether a file exists
The pathlib method .exists() is useful if your Python program needs to check for the existence of a file in the
current directory on your computer:
>>> import pathlib
>>> path = pathlib.Path('foobar.txt')
>>> path.exists()
False
>>>

If False is returned, no file with that name exists in that location.
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1.4.2 Read a file line by line
Sweigart explains the readlines() method (page 218), but he does not cover the readline() method, which
reads exactly one line at a time. These two different methods can come in handy for solving different problems.
In the following example, first we write two new lines into a new file. Then we read them, one at a time, with
readline():
>>> myfile = open('temp.txt', 'w')
>>> myfile.write('hello my little file\n')
21
>>> myfile.write('goodbye my little file\n')
23
>>> myfile.close()
>>> myfile = open('temp.txt')
>>> print( myfile.readline() )
hello my little file
>>> print( myfile.readline() )
goodbye my little file
>>> myfile.close()
>>>

Compare that with this example, using readlines():
>>> myfile = open('temp.txt')
>>> print( myfile.readlines() )
['hello my little file\n', 'goodbye my little file\n']
>>> myfile.close()
>>>

When you call readlines() on a file, it returns a Python list that contains each line in the file as a list item. You
can then loop over the list, search the items, sort them, etc.
There’s a method Sweigart does not cover, seek(). This comes in handy if you have a file open for reading and you
have come to the bottom of it. Calling seek(0) on the File object returns to the top of the file so you can read it or
search its contents again.
>>> myfile = open('temp.txt')
>>> myfile.readlines()
>>> print( myfile.readline() )
>>> myfile.seek(0)
0
>>> print( myfile.readline() )
hello my little file

# file has been read top to bottom
# nothing happens
# return to top
# try again

>>> myfile.close()
>>>

Tip: To create a Python list from a file, use readlines().

1.4. Reading and Writing Files
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1.4.3 Open and read a file, write to another file
In this example, we have a plain-text file that contains four items of information about each U.S. state, one line per
state. In each line, the four items are separated by tabs.
Our task is to use that file, state_data.txt, to create a new file, capitals.txt, that has only a list of state capitals. So we
want to get this:

From this:

Here’s how we can do that:
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Listing 5: ../python_code_examples/working_with_files/readlines_example.py
# open a file for reading
states = open('state_data.txt')
# open a new file for writing
capitals = open('capitals.txt', 'w')
# store the result of readlines() in a variable
states_list = states.readlines()
# loop over the list that resulted from readlines()
for state in states_list:
foo = state.split('\t')
# split the line at the tabs
text = foo[1] + ", " + foo[0] + '\n' # create text: capital, state
capitals.write(text)
# write text into the new file
# close both files
capitals.close()
states.close()

1.4.4 An alternative way to open a file
This opens a File object — f — for appending, writes to it, closes it and saves it, without using close(). Read more
about it here.
with open('temp.txt', 'a') as f:
words = "I would not like to eat any spam."
f.write(words)

That code would open a file named myfile.txt for appending — a — and assign the File object to the variable f. It
would write the string into myfile.txt and then save and close the file.
If this alternative makes sense to you, feel free to use it instead of using f = open('temp.txt') etc.
Important: The indentation after the with line is essential. Any code related to the open file must be inside the
indented block, or you will get errors.

1.4.5 Chapter review: chapter 9
Key points
1. Ways to use the pathlib module.
2. Use of the pathlib method .exists().
3. Files can be opened and read without using Path if they are in the same folder as the Python script.
4. Call the open() function to return a File object
5. Call the read() or write() method on a File object
6. Close the file by calling the close() method on a File object — this also saves the file
7. Distinguish between the File object and the contents of the file
8. Call the readlines() method to create a list from a file that contains line breaks
9. The difference between the readline() method and the readlines() method

1.4. Reading and Writing Files
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10. The difference between write mode — 'w' — and append mode — 'a' — when using open()
11. Use of the alternative syntax with open('temp.txt', 'a') as f:
Slides: chapters 9 and 4
Slide deck

1.5 Dictionaries
This section is based on chapter 5 in Sweigart’s Automate the Boring Stuff with Python (second edition).
• Python scripts for this section
• Python documentation for dictionaries

1.5.1 Introduction to dictionaries
The crucial concept to understand is that a dictionary consists of key-value pairs.
{ "Title": "Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire", "Author": "J. K. Rowling", "Year":
˓→2001 }

The keys in that dictionary are "Title", "Author" and "Year".
The values in that dictionary are "Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire", "J. K. Rowling" and
2001.
Different from a list, a dictionary does not have indexes. You can’t depend on the order of items in a dictionary to
stay the same. You cannot insert a new item into a particular position in a dictionary because the items do not have
positions, or places. Thus we refer to lists as ordered and to dictionaries as unordered.
Although Sweigart refers to the keys as indexes, you shouldn’t think of them behaving exactly as indexes do in lists.
To understand Python dictionaries better, run the file simple_dict.py found here.
Note that keys can be strings, integers or floats, and values can also be strings, integers or floats.
>>> new_dict = {}
>>> new_dict['name'] = 'Mahatma Gandhi'
>>> new_dict[2] = 'India'
>>> new_dict[3.14] = 'chakras'
>>> new_dict['number'] = 108
>>> new_dict['one'] = 1
>>> print(new_dict)
{'name': 'Mahatma Gandhi', 2: 'India', 3.14: 'chakras', 'number': 108, 'one': 1}
>>>

Other data types can also be used as dictionary values, as you’ll see below.
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1.5.2 How to loop over a dictionary
The following ways to loop through a dictionary are demonstrated in the file looping_keys_values.py. Run it to see
how it works.
• for k in dict.keys():
• for v in dict.values():
• for k, v in dict.items():
Naturally, your dictionary likely will not be named dict.
Sweigart does an excellent job of explaining dictionaries in chapter 5.
You can get a Python list of all the keys in a dictionary:
keys_list = list(dict.keys())

Similarly, you can get a Python list of all the values:
values_list = list(dict.values())

1.5.3 Converting a CSV to a dictionary
You can use Python’s csv module and the DictReader() method to create a list of dictionaries from a CSV file
(also see dictreader_example2.py here).
Listing 6: ../python_code_examples/dictionaries/dictreader_example.py
import csv
# open a CSV file
# note - the CSV must have column headings in top row
datafile = open("sample.csv", newline='')
# create a dictReader object
my_reader = csv.DictReader(datafile)
for row in my_reader:
print(row['Year'], row['Author'], row['Title'])
datafile.close()

Note that if you try to treat a DictReader object like a normal list, it will not work:
>>> print(my_reader)
<csv.DictReader object at 0x1047c5400>

But you can convert the DictReader object into a normal list if needed:
new_list_version = list(my_reader)
>>> print(new_list_version)
[{'Title': 'The Calculating Stars', 'Author': 'Mary Robinette Kowal', 'Year': '2019'},
˓→ {'Title': 'The Stone Sky', 'Author': 'N. K. Jemisin', 'Year': '2018'}, {'Title':
˓→'The Obelisk Gate', 'Author': 'N. K. Jemisin', 'Year': '2017'}, {'Title' ...

1.5. Dictionaries
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1.5.4 Writing a dictionary into a CSV file
This is covered in the CSV Files chapter.

1.5.5 Converting JSON to a dictionary or vice versa
This is covered in the CSV chapter.

1.5.6 Examples of complex dictionaries
This is a bit like the nesting Matryoshka dolls from Russia — you can combine multiple dictionaries in a list, and you
can even nest dictionaries inside other dictionaries.
A list of dictionaries
In this data structure, one Python list contains many dictionaries. Each dictionary is a list item.
All the dictionaries contain the same keys.
presidents_list = [
{"Presidency":1,"President":"George Washington","Wikipedia_entry":"http://en.
˓→wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Washington","Took_office":"4/30/1789","Left_office":"3/4/
˓→1797","Party":"Independent ","Home_state":"Virginia","Occupation":"Planter","College
˓→":"None","Age_when_took_office":57,"Birth_date":"2/22/1732","Birthplace":
˓→"Westmoreland County, Virginia","Death_date":"12/14/1799","Location_death":"Mount
˓→Vernon, Virginia"},
{"Presidency":2,"President":"John Adams","Wikipedia_entry":"http://en.wikipedia.org/
˓→wiki/John_Adams","Took_office":"3/4/1797","Left_office":"3/4/1801","Party":
˓→"Federalist ","Home_state":"Massachusetts","Occupation":"Lawyer","College":"Harvard
˓→","Age_when_took_office":61,"Birth_date":"10/30/1735","Birthplace":"Quincy,
˓→Massachusetts","Death_date":"7/4/1826","Location_death":"Quincy, Massachusetts"},
{"Presidency":3,"President":"Thomas Jefferson","Wikipedia_entry":"http://en.wikipedia.
˓→org/wiki/Thomas_Jefferson","Took_office":"3/4/1801","Left_office":"3/4/1809","Party
˓→":"Democratic-Republican ","Home_state":"Virginia","Occupation":"Planter, Lawyer",
˓→"College":"William and Mary","Age_when_took_office":57,"Birth_date":"4/13/1743",
˓→"Birthplace":"Albemarle County, Virginia","Death_date":"7/4/1826","Location_death":
˓→"Albemarle County, Virginia"},
{"Presidency":4,"President":"James Madison","Wikipedia_entry":"http://en.wikipedia.
˓→org/wiki/James_Madison","Took_office":"3/4/1809","Left_office":"3/4/1817","Party":
˓→"Democratic-Republican ","Home_state":"Virginia","Occupation":"Lawyer","College":
˓→"Princeton","Age_when_took_office":57,"Birth_date":"3/16/1751","Birthplace":"Port
˓→Conway, Virginia","Death_date":"6/28/1836","Location_death":"Orange County, Virginia
˓→"},
{"Presidency":5,"President":"James Monroe","Wikipedia_entry":"http://en.wikipedia.org/
˓→wiki/James_Monroe","Took_office":"3/4/1817","Left_office":"3/4/1825","Party":
˓→"Democratic-Republican ","Home_state":"Virginia","Occupation":"Lawyer","College":
˓→"William and Mary","Age_when_took_office":58,"Birth_date":"4/28/1758","Birthplace":
˓→"Westmoreland County, Virginia","Death_date":"7/4/1831","Location_death":"New York,
˓→New York"}
]
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A dictionary of dictionaries
In this data structure, one dictionary contains key-value pairs in which the value for each key is a dictionary.
Here the key is the name of a U.S. president and its value is a dictionary containing facts about that president. Note
where the curly braces are used.
presidents_dict = {
"George Washington": {"Presidency":1,"Wikipedia_entry":"http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
˓→George_Washington","Took_office":"4/30/1789","Left_office":"3/4/1797","Party":
˓→"Independent ","Home_state":"Virginia","Occupation":"Planter","College":"None","Age_
˓→when_took_office":57,"Birth_date":"2/22/1732","Birthplace":"Westmoreland County,
˓→Virginia","Death_date":"12/14/1799","Location_death":"Mount Vernon, Virginia"},
"John Adams": {"Presidency":2,"Wikipedia_entry":"http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_
˓→Adams","Took_office":"3/4/1797","Left_office":"3/4/1801","Party":"Federalist ",
˓→"Home_state":"Massachusetts","Occupation":"Lawyer","College":"Harvard","Age_when_
˓→took_office":61,"Birth_date":"10/30/1735","Birthplace":"Quincy, Massachusetts",
˓→"Death_date":"7/4/1826","Location_death":"Quincy, Massachusetts"},
"Thomas Jefferson": {"Presidency":3,"Wikipedia_entry":"http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
˓→Thomas_Jefferson","Took_office":"3/4/1801","Left_office":"3/4/1809","Party":
˓→"Democratic-Republican ","Home_state":"Virginia","Occupation":"Planter, Lawyer",
˓→"College":"William and Mary","Age_when_took_office":57,"Birth_date":"4/13/1743",
˓→"Birthplace":"Albemarle County, Virginia","Death_date":"7/4/1826","Location_death":
˓→"Albemarle County, Virginia"},
"James Madison": {"Presidency":4,"Wikipedia_entry":"http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
˓→James_Madison","Took_office":"3/4/1809","Left_office":"3/4/1817","Party":
˓→"Democratic-Republican ","Home_state":"Virginia","Occupation":"Lawyer","College":
˓→"Princeton","Age_when_took_office":57,"Birth_date":"3/16/1751","Birthplace":"Port
˓→Conway, Virginia","Death_date":"6/28/1836","Location_death":"Orange County, Virginia
˓→"},
"James Monroe": {"Presidency":5,"Wikipedia_entry":"http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_
˓→Monroe","Took_office":"3/4/1817","Left_office":"3/4/1825","Party":"Democratic˓→Republican ","Home_state":"Virginia","Occupation":"Lawyer","College":"William and
˓→Mary","Age_when_took_office":58,"Birth_date":"4/28/1758","Birthplace":"Westmoreland
˓→County, Virginia","Death_date":"7/4/1831","Location_death":"New York, New York"}
}

1.5.7 Chapter review: chapter 5
Key points
1. Differences between lists and dictionaries
2. How to format a dictionary correctly
3. Take care with use of quotes when both keys and values are strings
4. How to loop through keys, values, or both at once
5. Use list( dict.keys() ) to get a list of all keys in a dictionary
6. Check for presence of a key or a value with in or not in
7. Provide a default value in case a key is not present: dict.get(key, value)
8. Use dict.setdefault(key, value) to set a new key but prevent overwriting an existing value if the
key is already present
9. Use import pprint if you need to print out a large dictionary’s contents in the Terminal

1.5. Dictionaries
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In the section “Using Data Structures to Model Real-World Things,” Sweigart discusses nested dictionaries and lists.
This is illustrated above with the example shown under the subheading “A dictionary of dictionaries.”
Slides: chapters 5 and 16
Python Review 4
.

1.6 CSV Files
This section is based in part on chapter 16 in Sweigart’s Automate the Boring Stuff with Python (second edition).
• Python scripts for this section
• Python documentation for CSVs

1.6.1 Introduction to CSV files
CSV stands for comma-separated values. A CSV file can be opened in Google Sheets or Excel and will be formatted
as a spreadsheet. However, a CSV file is actually a plain-text file. It can also be opened with a text editor program
such as Atom.
CSVs give us a good, simple way to organize data without using a database program. It’s easy to read from and write
to CSV files with Python.

1.6.2 The csv module in Python
This is a built-in module, so you do not need to install it, However, you must import it in any script that uses it.
import csv

After the import, you can use any of the methods that are part of the module:
csv.reader()
csv.writer()
csv.DictReader()
csv.DictWriter()

Note that using methods from the csv module will also involve use of Python’s file handling functions, such as
.open(). These are covered in Reading and Writing Files here.

1.6.3 Writing to a CSV
This creates a new CSV file and fills it, row by row.
Listing 7: ../python_code_examples/csvs/write_csv.py
1
2

"""template script for writing to a csv file"""
import csv

3
4

# open new file for writing - will erase file if it already exists (continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)
5

csvfile = open('example.csv', 'w', newline='', encoding='utf-8')

6
7
8

# make a new variable - c - for Python's CSV writer object c = csv.writer(csvfile)

9
10
11

# write a column headings row - do this only once c.writerow( ['name','address','job'] )

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

# call some function that returns a list -# for purposes of the template, here is a list of lists the_list = [
['Alice', 'Gainesville, Florida', 'chef'],
['Bob', 'Chicago, Illinois', 'writer'],
['Ted', 'Miami, Florida', 'driver'],
['Carol', 'Portland, Oregon', 'executive']
]

21
22
23
24
25

# use a for-loop to write each row into the CSV file
for item in the_list:
# write one row to csv -- item MUST BE a LIST
c.writerow(item)

26
27
28

# save and close the file
csvfile.close()

Note that lines 13–25 above would normally be replaced by a for-loop that incorporates a function that creates one
row to be written to the CSV.
That function might be scraping hundreds of web pages one at a time, for example. In that case, what is scraped from
one page is written as one row in the CSV.
Note the steps required:
1. Import the module.
2. Open a file for writing.
3. Create a CSV writer object and assign it to a new variable.
4. Write the header row into the CSV.
5. Write all the other rows into the CSV. Normally this will involve a for-loop.
6. Close the file.

1.6.4 Reading from a CSV
The following example script uses a CSV file named presidents.csv. It contains 46 rows: one row for each U.S.
president, plus a header row at the top.
The script opens the CSV and then can get all rows from it.
Above, the top rows of the CSV file as seen in Excel.
Listing 8: ../python_code_examples/csvs/read_csv.py
1
2

"""template script for reading from a csv file"""
import csv

3

(continues on next page)

1.6. CSV Files
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(continued from previous page)
4
5

# open an existing file for reading csvfile = open('presidents.csv', newline='')

6
7
8

# make a new variable - c - for Python's CSV reader object c = csv.reader(csvfile)

9
10
11
12
13

# read whatever you want from the reader object
# print it or use it any way you like
for row in c:
print( row[1] + ", " + row[5])

14
15
16

# save and close the file
csvfile.close()

Note that in line 13 above, row is a Python list, and so we can use list indexes to get only the second item — row[1]
— and the sixth item — row[5]. When we use csv.reader(), each row from the CSV file is a Python list of
strings.
The code above will print 46 lines, starting like this:

Note the steps required:
1. Import the module.
2. Open a file for reading.
3. Create a CSV reader object and assign it to a new variable.
4. Use a for-loop to read from all rows in the CSV.
5. Close the file.
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1.6.5 Reading into a dictionary
The csv.DictReader() method is used to convert a CSV file to a Python dictionary. You read from an existing
CSV and create a Python dictionary from it. Note, the CSV file is unchanged, and the dictionary does not exist as a
separate file.
Listing 9: ../python_code_examples/csvs/dictreader_ex.py
1
2

"""template script for creating a dict from a csv file"""
import csv

3
4
5

# open an existing file for reading csvfile = open('presidents.csv', newline='')

6
7
8

# make a new variable - c - for Python's DictReader object c = csv.DictReader(csvfile)

9
10
11
12
13

# read whatever you want from the DictReader object
# using the column headings from the CSV as the dict keys
for row in c:
print(row['President'] + " ... " + row['Party'])

14
15
16

# save and close the file
csvfile.close()

The key difference between this and the previous script here is in line 13: You can access data from the CSV using
dictionary keys instead of list indexes. For working with a CSV with a lot of columns, this is really nice!
You can read generally about Python dictionaries here: Dictionaries
See also: Converting a CSV to a dictionary

1.6.6 Writing from a dictionary
The csv.DictWriter() method will write to a CSV file using rows of data that are already formatted as dictionaries.
If your data is already a list of dictionaries, as in the following example, you can use csv.DictWriter() to write
to a normal CSV.
Listing 10: ../python_code_examples/csvs/dictwriter_ex.py
1
2

"""template script for creating a csv file from a dictionary"""
import csv

3
4
5
6
7
8

9

# sample of a list of dictionaries
# normally this would be in a separate file, or
# constructed from data in a separate file
presidents_list = [
{"Presidency":1,"President":"George Washington","Wikipedia_entry":"http://en.
˓→wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Washington","Took_office":"4/30/1789","Left_office":"3/4/
˓→1797","Party":"Independent ","Home_state":"Virginia","Occupation":"Planter","College
˓→":"None","Age_when_took_office":57,"Birth_date":"2/22/1732","Birthplace":
˓→"Westmoreland County, Virginia","Death_date":"12/14/1799","Location_death":"Mount
˓→Vernon, Virginia"},
{"Presidency":2,"President":"John Adams","Wikipedia_entry":"http://en.wikipedia.org/
˓→wiki/John_Adams","Took_office":"3/4/1797","Left_office":"3/4/1801","Party":
˓→"Federalist ","Home_state":"Massachusetts","Occupation":"Lawyer","College":"Harvard
(continues on next page)
˓→","Age_when_took_office":61,"Birth_date":"10/30/1735","Birthplace":"Quincy,
˓→Massachusetts","Death_date":"7/4/1826","Location_death":"Quincy, Massachusetts"},

1.6. CSV Files
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(continued from previous page)
10

11

12

13

{"Presidency":3,"President":"Thomas Jefferson","Wikipedia_entry":"http://en.wikipedia.
˓→org/wiki/Thomas_Jefferson","Took_office":"3/4/1801","Left_office":"3/4/1809","Party
˓→":"Democratic-Republican ","Home_state":"Virginia","Occupation":"Planter, Lawyer",
˓→"College":"William and Mary","Age_when_took_office":57,"Birth_date":"4/13/1743",
˓→"Birthplace":"Albemarle County, Virginia","Death_date":"7/4/1826","Location_death":
˓→"Albemarle County, Virginia"},
{"Presidency":4,"President":"James Madison","Wikipedia_entry":"http://en.wikipedia.
˓→org/wiki/James_Madison","Took_office":"3/4/1809","Left_office":"3/4/1817","Party":
˓→"Democratic-Republican ","Home_state":"Virginia","Occupation":"Lawyer","College":
˓→"Princeton","Age_when_took_office":57,"Birth_date":"3/16/1751","Birthplace":"Port
˓→Conway, Virginia","Death_date":"6/28/1836","Location_death":"Orange County, Virginia
˓→"},
{"Presidency":5,"President":"James Monroe","Wikipedia_entry":"http://en.wikipedia.org/
˓→wiki/James_Monroe","Took_office":"3/4/1817","Left_office":"3/4/1825","Party":
˓→"Democratic-Republican ","Home_state":"Virginia","Occupation":"Lawyer","College":
˓→"William and Mary","Age_when_took_office":58,"Birth_date":"4/28/1758","Birthplace":
˓→"Westmoreland County, Virginia","Death_date":"7/4/1831","Location_death":"New York,
˓→New York"}
]

14
15
16

# open a new file for writing - if file exists, contents will be erased
csvfile = open('new_file.csv', 'w')

17
18
19

# set the headers
headers = ['Presidency', 'President', 'Wikipedia_entry', 'Took_office', 'Left_office',
˓→ 'Party', 'Home_state', 'Occupation', 'College', 'Age_when_took_office', 'Birth_date
˓→', 'Birthplace', 'Death_date', 'Location_death']

20
21
22
23

# make a new variable - c - for Python's DictWriter object # note that fieldnames is required
c = csv.DictWriter(csvfile, fieldnames=headers)

24
25
26

# optional - write a header row
c.writeheader()

27
28
29

# write all rows from list to file
c.writerows(presidents_list)

30
31
32

# save and close file
csvfile.close()

1.6.7 JSON formatted data
Sweigart covers this in chapter 16 in Automate the Boring Stuff with Python (second edition).
Python has a separate built-in module for handling JSON data.
import json

After the import, you can use any of the methods that are part of the module:
new_dict = json.loads(json_string)
new_json = json.dumps(python_data)

Using json.loads() converts a string of JSON data into a Python dictionary. In the example above, new_dict
would be that new Python dictionary.
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Using json.dumps() converts a Python value into a string of JSON data. In the example above, new_json would
be that new string.

1.6.8 Chapter review: chapter 16
Key points
1. Call the open() function to return a File object for reading or for writing
2. When and where to add parameters such as 'w', newline='', encoding='utf-8'
3. When to use each one of these (all have different purposes):
• csv.reader()
• csv.writer()
• csv.DictReader()
• csv.DictWriter()
4. How to use:
• .writerow()
• .writerows()
5. The purpose of the built-in json module
Slides: chapters 5 and 16
Python Review 4
.

1.7 Web Scraping Intro
The code for this chapter is here.
This document assumes you have already installed Python 3, and you have used both pip and venv. If not, refer to
these instructions.
Sweigart briefly covers scraping in chapter 12 of Automate the Boring Stuff with Python (second edition).
This chapter here and the two following chapters provide additional context and examples for beginners.
BeautifulSoup documentation:
• A nicely formatted PDF
• The official docs
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1.7.1 Setup for BeautifulSoup
BeautifulSoup is a scraping library for Python. We want to run all our scraping projects in a virtual environment, so
we will set that up first. (Students have already installed Python 3.)
Create a directory and change into it
The first step is to create a new folder (directory) for all your scraping projects. Mine is:
Documents/python/scraping

Do not use any spaces in your folder names. If you must use punctuation, do not use anything other than an
underscore _. It’s best if you use only lowercase letters.
Change into that directory. For me, the command would be:
cd Documents/python/scraping

Create a new virtualenv in that directory and activate it
Create a new virtual environment there (this is done only once).
MacOS:
python3 -m venv env

Windows:
python -m venv env

Activate the virtual environment:
MacOS:
source env/bin/activate

Windows:
env\Scripts\activate.bat

Important: You should now see (env) at the far left side of your prompt. This indicates that the virtual environment
is active. For example (MacOS):
(env) mcadams scraping $

When you are finished working in a virtual environment, you should deactivate it. The command is the same in
MacOS or Windows (DO NOT DO THIS NOW):
deactivate

You’ll know it worked because (env) will no longer be at the far left side of your prompt.
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Install the BeautifulSoup library
In MacOS or Windows, at the command prompt, type:
pip install beautifulsoup4

This is how you install any Python library that exists in the Python Package Index. Pretty handy. pip is a tool for
installing Python packages, which is what you just did.
Note: You have installed BeautifulSoup in the Python virtual environment that is currently active. When that virtual
environment is not active, BeautifulSoup will not be available to you. This is ideal, because you will create different
virtual environments for different Python projects, and you won’t need to worry about updated libraries in the future
breaking your (past) code.

1.7.2 Test BeautifulSoup
Start Python. Because you are already in a Python 3 virtual environment, Mac users need only type python (NOT
python3). Windows users also type python as usual.
You should now be at the >>> prompt — the Python interactive shell prompt.
In MacOS or Windows, type (or copy/paste) one line at a time:
from urllib.request import urlopen
from bs4 import BeautifulSoup
page = urlopen("https://weimergeeks.com/examples/scraping/example1.html")
soup = BeautifulSoup(page, "html.parser")
print(soup.h1)

1. You imported two Python modules, urlopen and BeautifulSoup (the first two lines).
2. You used urlopen to copy the entire contents of the URL given into a new Python variable, page (line 3).
3. You used the BeautifulSoup function to process the value of that variable (the plain-text contents of the file
at that URL) through a built-in HTML parser called html.parser.
4. The result: All the HTML from the file is now in a BeautifulSoup object with the new Python variable name
soup. (It is just a variable name.)
5. Last line: Using the syntax of the BeautifulSoup library, you printed the first h1 element (including its tags)
from that parsed value.
If it works, you’ll see:
<h1>We Are Learning About Web Scraping!</h1>

Check out the page on the web to see what you scraped.
Attention: If you got an error about SSL, quit Python (quit() or Command-D) and COPY/PASTE this at the
command prompt (MacOS only):
/Applications/Python\ 3.8/Install\ Certificates.command

Then return to the Python prompt and retry the five lines above.
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The command soup.h1 would work the same way for any HTML tag (if it exists in the file). Instead of printing it,
you might stash it in a variable:
heading = soup.h1

Then, to see the text in the element without the tags:
print(heading.text)

1.7.3 Understanding BeautifulSoup
BeautifulSoup is a Python library that enables us to extract information from web pages and even entire websites.
We use BeautifulSoup commands to create a well-structured data object (more about objects below) from which we
can extract, for example, everything with an <li> tag, or everything with class="book-title".
After extracting the desired information, we can use other Python commands (and libraries) to write the data into a
database, CSV file, or other usable format — and then we can search it, sort it, etc.
What is the BeautifulSoup object?
It’s important to understand that many of the BeautifulSoup commands work on an object, which is not the same as a
simple string.
Many programming languages include objects as a data type. Python does, JavaScript does, etc. An object is an even
more powerful and complex data type than an array (JavaScript) or a list (Python) and can contain many other data
types in a structured format.
When you extract information from an object with a BeautifulSoup command, sometimes you get a single Tag object,
and sometimes you get a Python list (similar to an array in JavaScript) of Tag objects. The way you treat that extracted
information will be different depending on whether it is one item or a list (usually, but not always, containing more
than one item).
That last paragraph is REALLY IMPORTANT, so read it again. For example, you cannot call .text on a list. You’ll
see an error if you try it.
How BeautifulSoup handles the object
In the previous code, when this line ran:
page = urlopen("https://weimergeeks.com/examples/scraping/example1.html")

. . . you copied the entire contents of a file into a new Python variable named page. The contents were stored as an
HTTPResponse object. We can read the contents of that object like this:
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. . . but that’s not going to be very usable, or useful — especially for a file with a lot more content in it.
When you transform that HTTPResponse object into a BeautifulSoup object — with the following line — you create a
well-structured object from which you can extract any HTML element and the text and/or attributes within any HTML
element.
soup = BeautifulSoup(page, "html.parser")

1.7.4 Some basic BeautifulSoup commands
Let’s look at a few examples of what BeautifulSoup can do.
Finding elements that have a particular class
Deciding the best way to extract what you want from a large HTML file requires you to dig around in the source, using
Developer Tools, before you write the Python/BeautifulSoup commands. In many cases, you’ll see that everything
you want has the same CSS class on it. After creating a BeautifulSoup object (here, as before, it is soup), this line
will create a Python list containing all the <td> elements that have the class city.
city_list = soup.find_all( "td", class_="city" )

Attention: The word class is a reserved word in Python. Using class (alone) in the code above would give you
a syntax error. So when we search by CSS class with BeautifulSoup, we use the keyword argument class_ —
note the added underscore. Other HTML attributes DO NOT need the underscore.
Maybe there were 10 cities in <td> tags in that HTML file. Maybe there were 10,000. No matter how many, they
are now in a list (assigned to the variable city_list), and you can search them, print them, write them out to a
database or a JSON file — whatever you like. Often you will want to perform the same actions on each item in the
list, so you will use a normal Python for-loop:
for city in city_list:
print( city.get_text() )

.get_text() is a handy BeautifulSoup method that will extract the text — and only the text — from the Tag object.
If instead you wrote just print(city), you’d get the complete <td> — and any other tags inside that as well.
Note: The BeautifulSoup methods .get_text() and .getText() are the same. The BeautifulSoup property
.text is a shortcut to .get_text() and is acceptable unless you need to pass arguments to .get_text().

Finding all vs. finding one
The BeautifulSoup find_all() method you just saw always produces a list. (Note: findAll() will also work.)
If you know there will be only one item of the kind you want in a file, you should use the find() method instead.
For example, maybe you are scraping the address and phone number from every page in a large website. In this case,
there is only one phone number on the page, and it is enclosed in a pair of tags with the attribute id="call". One
line of your code gets the phone number from the current page:
phone_number = soup.find(id="call")
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You don’t need to loop through that result — the variable phone_number will contain only one Tag object, for
whichever HTML tag had that ID. To test what the text alone will look like, just print it using get_text() to strip
out the tags.
print( phone_number.get_text() )

Notice that you’re often using soup. Review above if you’ve forgotten where that came from. (You may use another
variable name instead, but soup is the usual choice.)
Finding the contents of a particular attribute
One last example from the example page we have been using.
Say you’ve made a BeautifulSoup object from a page that has dozens of images on it. You want to capture the path to
each image file on that page (perhaps so that you can download all the images). I would do this in two steps:
image_list = soup.find_all('img')
for image in image_list:
print(image.attrs['src'])

1. First, you make a Python list containing all the img elements that exist in the soup object.
2. Second, you loop through that list and print the contents of the src attribute from each img tag in the list.
It is possible to condense that code and do the task in two lines, or even one line, but for beginners it is clearer to get
the list of elements and name it, then use the named list and get what is wanted from it.
Important: We do not need get_text() in this case, because the contents of the src attribute (or any HTML
attribute) are nothing but text. There are never tags inside the src attribute. So think about exactly what you’re trying
to get, and what is it like inside the HTML of the page.
You can see the code from above all in one file.
There’s a lot more to learn about BeautifulSoup, and we’ll be working with various examples. You can always read
the docs. Most of what we do with BeautifulSoup, though, involves these tasks:
• Find everything with a particular class
• Find everything with a particular attribute
• Find everything with a particular HTML tag
• Find one thing on a page, often using its id attribute
• Find one thing that’s inside another thing

1.7.5 A BeautifulSoup scraping example
To demonstrate the process of thinking through a small scraping project, I made a Jupyter Notebook that shows how I
broke down the problem step by step, and tested one thing at a time, to reach the solution I wanted. Open the notebook
here on GitHub to follow along and see all the steps. (If that link doesn’t work, try this instead.)
The code in the final cell of the notebook produces this 51-line CSV file by scraping 10 separate web pages.
To run the notebook, you will need to have installed the Requests module and also Jupyter Notebook.
pip install requests
pip install jupyter
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See these instructions for information about how to run Jupyter Notebooks.
View the code as a complete script outside the notebook.
Attention: After this introduction, you should NOT use from urllib.request import urlopen or
the urlopen() function. Instead, you will use requests as demonstrated in the notebook linked above.

1.7.6 Next steps
In the next chapter, we’ll look at how to handle common web scraping projects with BeautifulSoup and Requests.
.

1.8 Web Scraping, Part 2
You have installed BeautifulSoup (bs4) and tried some basic scraping.
If you have not yet installed the Requests module, do it now (in your virtual environment).
pip install requests

If you have not made a virtual environment yet, see these instructions.
The code for this chapter is here.

1.8.1 Using select() instead of find() or find_all()
In the previous section we covered several commonly used commands for scraping with BeautifulSoup:
soup.h1.text
soup.find_all( "td", class_="city" )
soup.find_all("img")
soup.find(id="call")

In chapter 12 of Automate the Boring Stuff with Python (second edition), the author covers another command, the
select() method. More info: Read the docs.
This method might hold special appeal to people used to working with JavaScript, because the syntax for targeting
HTML elements — inside the parentheses of select() — follows the same syntax as this commonly used JavaScript
method:
document.querySelectorAll()

So instead of ( "td", class_="city" ), we would write ( "td.city" ), and instead of (id="call"),
we would write ("#call").
Note that select() always returns a list, even when only one item is found.
Be mindful that the way you write out what you’re looking for depends on whether you are calling select() or you
are calling find() or find_all(). You’ll get errors if you mix up the syntax.
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1.8.2 Working with lists of Tag objects
Both find_all() and select() always return a Python list. Each item in the list is a BeautifulSoup Tag object.
You can access any list item using its index — just as you would with any normal Python list.
Try this code in the Python shell:
from bs4 import BeautifulSoup
import requests
url = "https://weimergeeks.com/examples/scraping/example1.html"
page = requests.get(url)
soup = BeautifulSoup(page.text, 'html.parser')
images = soup.select('img')
print(images)

You’ll see that you have a Python list of IMG elements.
You can call .get_text() or .text on a Tag object to get only the text inside the element. To get the text from
just one Tag object in a list, use its list index:
cities = soup.select('td.city')
print(cities[0])
print(cities[0].text)

To get the text from all the items in the list, you need a for-loop:
for city in cities:
print(city.text)

If an element has attributes, you can get a Python dictionary containing all of them — again, use an index to see just
one item from the list:
images = soup.select('img')
print( images[0].attrs )

Example, running the commands above in the Python shell:
>>> print( images[0] )
<img alt="thumbnail" src="images/thumbnails/park_structures.jpg"/>
>>> print( images[0].attrs )
{'src': 'images/thumbnails/park_structures.jpg', 'alt': 'thumbnail'}

To get a particular attribute for all the IMG elements, you need a for-loop:
for image in images:
print( image.attrs['src'] )

Again, here’s how that would run in the Python shell:
>>> for image in images:
...
print( image.attrs['src'] )
...
images/thumbnails/park_structures.jpg
images/thumbnails/building.jpg
images/thumbnails/mosque.jpg
images/thumbnails/turrets.jpg
images/thumbnails/russia.jpg
>>>
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View the example web page to get a clear idea of where those attributes came from:
https://weimergeeks.com/examples/scraping/example1.html
Another way to get a particular attribute from a Tag object is with .get():
for image in images:
print( image.get('src') )

As you see, there are various ways to do the same thing with BeautifulSoup. If you find it confusing, choose one way
and stick with it.
When in doubt, refer to the BeautifulSoup documentation — it’s all on one page, so search it with Command-F.

1.8.3 Finding inside a Tag object
The methods find(), find_all(), and select() work on Tag objects as well as BeautifulSoup objects (types
of objects are covered here). Here is an example:
Listing 11: ../python_code_examples/scraping/table_scrape.py
1
2

from bs4 import BeautifulSoup
import requests

3
4
5
6

url = "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Scottish_monarchs"
page = requests.get(url)
soup = BeautifulSoup(page.text, 'html.parser')

7
8
9

# get the first table in the article
table = soup.find( 'table', class_='wikitable' )

10
11
12

# get a list of all rows in that table
rows = table.find_all('tr')

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

# loop over all rows, get all cells
for row in rows:
try:
cells = row.find_all('td')
# print contents of the second cell in the row
print( cells[1].text )
except:
pass

Once we’ve got table out of soup (line 9 above), we can go on to find elements inside the Tag object table. First
we get a list of all rows (line 12). Then we can loop over the list of row objects (starting on line 15) and make a list of
all table cells in each row (line 17). From that list, we can extract the contents of one or more cells. In the for-loop, by
printing cells[1].text (line 19), we will see a list of all Scottish monarchs in the first table on the page.
It’s as if we are taking apart a set of nested boxes. We go inside the table to get the rows. We go inside a row to get its
cells.
Note: Using try / except in the script above enables us to skip over the header row of the table, where the HTML
tags are th instead of td.
Since the Scottish monarchs page has multiple tables, the code above should be modified to get them all:
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tables = soup.find_all( 'table', class_='wikitable' )

And then we will need to loop through the tables:
for table in tables:
rows = table.find_all('tr')
for row in rows:
try:
cells = row.find_all('td')
# print contents of the second cell in the row
print( cells[1].text )
except:
pass

Our set of nested boxes actually begins with the page. Inside the page are several tables. Inside each table, we find
rows, and inside each row, we find cells. Inside the second cell in each row, we find the name of a king.
Note: The revised script will not work perfectly on the Scottish monarchs page because the tables in that page are not
formatted consistently. The first table on the page has the monarch’s name in the second column, but the other tables
have it in the first column.

1.8.4 Moving from page to page while scraping
In chapter 12 of Automate the Boring Stuff with Python (second edition), Sweigart provides a script to scrape the
XKCD comics website (“Project: Downloading All XKCD Comics”). The code in steps 3 and 4, which are part of a
longer while-loop, get the URL from an element on the page that links to the previous comic. In this way, the script
starts on the home page of the site, downloads one comic, and then moves to the previous day’s comic page and
downloads the comic there. The script repeats this, moving to the previous page each time, until all comics have been
downloaded.
Note: This method is often exactly what you need to scrape the data that you want.
The trick is to determine exactly how to get the URL that leads to the next page to be scraped.
In the case of the XKCD site, this code works:
prevLink = soup.select('a[rel="prev"]')[0]
url = 'https://xkcd.com' + prevLink.get('href')

The code select('a[rel="prev"]') gets all a elements on the page that contain the attribute rel with the
value "prev" — that is, rel="prev". This code returns a list, so it’s necessary to use the list index [0] to get the
first list item.
The next line extracts the value of the href attribute from that A element and concatenates it with the base URL,
https://xkcd.com.
If you inspect the HTML on any XKCD page with Developer Tools, you can find this A element.
To understand this code better, you can run it in the Python shell. Here I have started on the page at https://xkcd.com/
2260/ —
>>> from bs4 import BeautifulSoup
>>> import requests
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

>>> url = 'https://xkcd.com/2260/'
>>> page = requests.get(url)
>>> soup = BeautifulSoup(page.text, 'html.parser')

Note: I am not starting at the home page and I am not looping, because I want to provide a simple demonstration of
what the code is getting for us.
Then I continued with the code to get only the “Prev” code from that one page:
>>> prevLink = soup.select('a[rel="prev"]')[0]
>>> print(prevLink)
<a accesskey="p" href="/2259/" rel="prev">&lt; Prev</a>
>>> print( prevLink.get('href') )
/2259/
>>> url = 'https://xkcd.com' + prevLink.get('href')
>>> print(url)
https://xkcd.com/2259/
>>>

Above, I have printed three things — prevLink, prevLink.get('href') and url — so I can see exactly
what is being extracted and used.
In the complete script in chapter 12, once the script has that last URL, the while-loop restarts. It opens that page —
https://xkcd.com/2259/ — and downloads the comic from it.
This practice of printing the value each time is a way of testing your code as you go — to make sure you are getting
what you intend to get. If you have an error, then you must modify the line and print it again, and repeat until that line
of code gets what you want.
Important: You must understand that every website is different, so probably no other website in the world has the
1.8. Web Scraping, Part 2
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same HTML as the XKCD website. However, many websites do have Previous and Next buttons. It is necessary to
inspect the HTML and determine how to extract the next- or previous-page URL (or partial URL) from the HTML on
the button.
Some websites use JavaScript to activate their Previous and Next buttons. In those cases, you will need to use the
Selenium module to navigate while scraping. Selenium is covered in the next chapter.

1.8.5 Moving from page to page while scraping, PART 2
I have posted two example scripts to help you with sites where moving from page to page involves something like this:

Note: Usually you do NOT need Selenium for these links. They are a lot like the XKCD example discussed above.
The two scripts are:
• mls_pages.py — This one uses the “Go to next page” link until there is no next page.
• mls_pages_v2 — This one uses for i in range(), for use if you know how many pages there are.
Note that the two scripts do the same thing on one particular website, the Players section of the Major League Soccer
site. The difference is in the way each script gets the link to the next page.
Important: Remember that every website is different, so probably no other website in the world has the same HTML
as the MLS website. However, many websites use a similar set of links to pages.

1.8.6 Harvesting multiple URLs from one page
In some cases, you will want to get all the URLs from one page and save them in a file. You would then use another
script to open them one by one and scrape multiple pages.
Listing 12: ../python_code_examples/scraping/harvest_urls.py
1
2
3
4

"""scrape all the URLs from the article segment of a Wikipedia page
and write them into a plain-text file - gets all links - even
those that begin with #
"""

5
6
7

from bs4 import BeautifulSoup
import requests

8
9
10
11
12

# get the contents of one page
start = 'http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harrison_Ford'
page = requests.get(start)
soup = BeautifulSoup(page.text, 'html.parser')

13

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)
14
15

# name the text file that will be created or overwritten
filename = 'myfile.txt'

16
17
18
19
20
21

def capture_urls(filename, soup):
"""harvest the URLs and write them to file"""
# create and open the file for writing - note, with 'w' this will
# delete all contents of the file if it already exists
myfile = open(filename, 'w')

22
23
24

# get all contents of only the article
article = soup.find(id='mw-content-text')

25
26
27

# get all <a> elements
links_list = article.find_all('a')

28
29
30
31
32
33

# get contents of all href='' attributes with a loop
for link in links_list:
if 'href' in link.attrs:
# write one href into the text file - '\n' is newline
myfile.write(link.attrs['href'] + '\n')

34
35
36

# close and save the file after loop ends
myfile.close()

37
38
39

# call the function
capture_urls(filename, soup)

It is likely that you do not want header and footer links from the page. You need to inspect the HTML and
ascertain what element holds the main text. For a Wikipedia article, there’s an id attribute with the value
'mw-content-text', so that’s what we start with in line 24.
When we get all the a elements with links_list = article.find_all('a') (line 27), we are getting only
the a elements that are inside the DIV element with id='mw-content-text' — because the variable article
here is a Tag object containing that entire DIV.
Then we use a loop (lines 30–33) to look at each item in links_list. We check if an href attribute exists in the
item with this line — if 'href' in link.attrs: — and if there is an HREF, then we write the value of that
HREF into the file (line 33).
The script above writes more than 1,400 partial URLs into a file.
As with the XKCD script in the previous section, here we would also concatenate a base URL with the partial URL in
a scraping script:
base_url = 'https://en.wikipedia.org'
url = base_url + '/wiki/Blade_Runner'

It should be noted that the harvest_urls.py script collects a lot of partial URLs we would never want, such as internal
anchors that link to parts of the same page — #cite_note-1 and #Early_career, for example. To prevent
those from being written to the file, we could use:
for link in links_list:
if 'href' in link.attrs:
# eliminate internal anchor links
if link.attrs['href'][:6] == '/wiki/':
# eliminate Wikipedia photo and template links
if link.attrs['href'][6:11] != 'File:' and link.attrs['href'][6:14] !=
˓→'Template':

(continues on next page)
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# write one href into the text file - \n is newline
myfile.write(link.attrs['href'] + '\n')

That is a bit clunky, but if you look up how to slice strings with Python (Command-F search there for “Slice indices”),
I think the code will make sense to you.
As a result, we have about 900 partial URLs instead of more than 1,400.
Important: You will always need to inspect the HTML of a page to figure out how best to harvest URLs from that
particular page.

1.8.7 Scrape multiple pages with one script
This example shows how you can scrape multiple items from multiple pages, not using a Previous and Next button but
(instead) using a collected list of partial URLs.
Listing 13: ../python_code_examples/scraping/scrape_several_pages.py
1
2
3

"""scrape a heading and part of a paragraph from multiple pages,
using a list of partial URLs
"""

4
5
6

from bs4 import BeautifulSoup
import requests

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

# links from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harrison_Ford
link_list = ['/wiki/Melissa_Mathison',
'/wiki/Calista_Flockhart',
'/wiki/Han_Solo',
'/wiki/Star_Wars_Trilogy',
'/wiki/Indiana_Jones',
'/wiki/Air_Force_One_(film)',
'/wiki/Blade_Runner',
'/wiki/Carrie_Fisher']

17
18
19
20
21

# harvest data from each URL
def get_info(page_url):
page = requests.get('https://en.wikipedia.org' + page_url)
soup = BeautifulSoup(page.text, 'html.parser')

22

try:
print(soup.h1.get_text())
# get all paragraphs in the main article
paragraphs = soup.find(id='mw-content-text').find_all('p')
for p in paragraphs:
# skip any paragraph that has attributes
if not p.attrs:
# print 280 characters from the first real paragraph on the page
print( p.text[0:280] )
break
print() # blank line
except:
print(page_url + ' is missing something!')

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)
37
38
39

# call the function for each URL in the list
for link in link_list:
get_info(link)

We are just printing the H1 and the paragraph (rather than saving them to a file or a database) for the sake of simplicity.
We are using a list of only eight partial URLs for the same reason; normally you would probably have a longer list of
pages to scrape.
The key is to write a function that scrapes all the data you want from one page (lines 19–35 above). Then call that
function inside a for-loop that feeds each URL into the function (lines 38–39).
Tip: To create a Python list from a file such as myfile2.txt, use the readlines() method. See Reading and
Writing Files for details.

1.8.8 Moving onward
In the next chapter, we’ll look at how to handle more complex scraping situations with BeautifulSoup, Requests, and
Selenium.
.

1.9 Web Scraping, Part 3
In the previous two scraping chapters here, you downloaded and installed both BeautifulSoup and Requests in a
Python virtual environment. (We will continue in the same environment.) You also learned the basics of scraping with
BeautifulSoup.
In this chapter, more advanced topics are covered.
The code for this chapter is here.

1.9.1 Using Selenium
We can use Selenium together with BeautifulSoup when BeautifulSoup alone is unable to get the contents we want
from a web page. Selenium is a Python package or framework that automates a web browser.
Two common situations where Selenium is necessary:
1. JavaScript is writing the contents into the page after it opens; and/or
2. Contents are not available until you click a button, fill a form, open a menu, etc.
The documentation for setting up Selenium might be confusing, so follow this step-by-step guide:
Getting started with Selenium
You will need to install Selenium and also a driver for the web browser you want to use (Chrome or Firefox). This is
all covered in the “Getting Started” doc. Make sure to do the Selenium install with your virtual environment activated.
When you examine the test scripts (linked in the “Getting Started” doc and also found in this repo), notice that
after doing the driver stuff, this line creates a page variable just like we have been doing all along with our
BeautifulSoup scrapers:
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page = driver.page_source

Attention: Once you have that page variable, you can proceed as usual with a soup variable and BeautifulSoup
scraping. You DO NOT need to use driver and a new set of selectors as shown in the Selenium documentation
and many tutorials.

Selenium commands
To manipulate elements on the page with Selenium, you will need to use Selenium commands such as .
find_element_by_css_selector() — as seen in the example below.
Listing 14: ../python_code_examples/scraping/selenium_test3.py
import time
from selenium import webdriver
from random import randint
from bs4 import BeautifulSoup

# my path is '/Users/mcadams/Documents/python/'
# yours will be different

# load your driver
driver = webdriver.Chrome('/Users/mcadams/Documents/python/chromedriver')
# get the web page
driver.get('https://www.rottentomatoes.com/browse/dvd-streaming-all');
# click the button exactly 8 times
for n in range(8):
driver.find_element_by_css_selector('.btn.btn-secondary-rt.mb-load-btn').click()
# the button tag has class="btn btn-secondary-rt mb-load-btn"
# ... we told it which button to click
# make a random wait time between 1 and 10 seconds to look less bot-like
s = randint(1, 10)
# sleep that number of seconds
time.sleep(s)
page = driver.page_source
soup = BeautifulSoup(page, "html.parser")
title_list = soup.find_all("h3", class_="movieTitle")
for title in title_list:
print(title.get_text())
print("There are " + str(len(title_list)) + " movies in the list.")
driver.quit()

The page being scraped shows only 32 movies until you click a button at the bottom. Each time you click the bottom
button, more movies are visible on the original page. By having Selenium click the button eight times, we are able to
scrape information for 275 movies instead of only 32.
If you run the code above, be sure you have installed both BeautifulSoup and Selenium. The time and random
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modules are built-ins, so you do not need to install those beforehand.
Other Selenium methods for locating HTML elements are listed here.
Headless Selenium
In normal use, Selenium launches a web browser, and you can see it on your screen. You will see the page scrolling
and so on as if an invisible person were controlling the browser.
Alternatively, it is possible to use headless mode instead of a physical browser with Selenium. This means you
wouldn’t see the browser onscreen while Selenium is running.
This is NOT covered in the “Getting Started” doc. See this code for using Chrome in headless mode.
More advanced Selenium techniques
If you’re still having trouble scraping a page even after adding Selenium to your Python script, the culprit
might be a timing issue. See the Selenium documentation for an explanation of an implicit wait and the use of
expected_conditions, a Selenium module.
Look at how the page behaves when you access it normally, yourself, to determine whether to add this kind of code to
your script.
Also see the next section below.

1.9.2 Timing matters
This one line tells your Python script to pause for 3 seconds:
time.sleep(3)

Before using time.sleep(), you must import Python’s time module. See the Python docs.
You will need to think carefully about the best place to insert this line in your code. You are not likely to need it when
you are initially testing your code, line by line, to write a scraper script, but once you are ready to run the completed
script on dozens or hundreds of web pages, then you must add some sleep time.
Note: It’s very bad to overload or overwork a website by making a scraper that runs too fast. It’s also likely that the
server will block your IP address if you do this! By inserting time.sleep(), you can build in pauses that make
your code less rude.

1.9.3 Using a different parser
Sometimes you can’t get BeautifulSoup Tag objects out of a web page because the HTML is poorly formatted. In that
case, it can help to use a different parser. Instead of:
soup = BeautifulSoup(page, 'html.parser')

You can write:
soup = BeautifulSoup(page, 'html5lib')

Before you can use the html5lib parser, however, you must install it with your virtual environment activated:
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pip install html5lib

Another parser option is lxml. You can read about the differences among Python parsers:
• Stack Overflow post
• BeautifulSoup docs: Differences between parsers
tl;dr — Sometimes one parser just works better than another. lxml is a much faster parser than html5lib, so if you are
churning through a gazillion pages, that might make lxml a better choice. html5lib is better at reading badly formatted
HTML, however.

1.9.4 Sending HTTP headers in your script
Sometimes a website blocks your attempts to scrape because your code (without using Selenium) lacks the headers
that a real web browser would send with an HTTP request.
This doesn’t (always) mean you have to use Selenium. Instead, you can send a proper set of headers as part of a regular
script with BeautifulSoup and Requests.
Note: You need to install the Requests library before you can use it.
Use WhatIsMyBrowser.com to find your web browser’s user agent and other values.
The example code below comes from a time when I needed to use headers in a scraping script that downloaded
messages from a large online forum. The site completely shut out my script until I added a full set of header data:
hdr = {'User-Agent': 'Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_4) AppleWebKit/537.
˓→36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/49.0.2623.110 Safari/537.36',
'Accept': 'text/html,application/xhtml+xml,application/xml;q=0.9,*/*;q=0.8',
'Accept-Charset': 'ISO-8859-1,utf-8;q=0.7,*;q=0.3',
'Accept-Encoding': 'none',
'Accept-Language': 'en-US,en;q=0.8',
'Connection': 'keep-alive'}

After that, I used the variable hdr to get the page and then create my soup:
page = requests.get(url, headers=hdr)
soup = BeautifulSoup(page.text, 'html5lib')

Notice that I replaced the usual 'html.parser' with 'html5lib'. See “Using a different parser,” above.
I did not need to use Selenium at all to scrape that forum site. The headers got me in, and everything after that was
normal BeautifulSoup stuff.
Tip: You can see the actual headers your web browser is sending if you go to this page. Do not copy my example
code, as it is probably outdated now.
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1.9.5 Using chunks and iter_content()
In chapter 12 of Automate the Boring Stuff with Python (second edition), Sweigart provides a script to scrape the
XKCD comics website (“Project: Downloading All XKCD Comics”). The code in step 4, which is part of a longer
while-loop, uses the Requests method iter_content():
res = requests.get(comicUrl)
# ... other code
# imageFile was previously opened
for chunk in res.iter_content(100000):
imageFile.write(chunk)
imageFile.close()

Note: The Requests library is used here. To use iter_content(), the requests module must be imported.
The first thing to understand is in what cases chunking would be needed. Reading a regular web page into memory
(for scraping with BeautifulSoup) does not call for chunking. We need chunking for binary files that we are saving
to disk. Examples would be large image files, or — very common for journalists who are scraping — PDF files.
In the code above, the variable comicUrl points to the location of one image file. It is assigned to a Response object
with the variable name res. You can only use iter_content() on a Response object.
Downloading the binary data of the file in chunks that are smaller than the complete file is basically a way to make
sure you actually get the files without overloading your local memory. You not only download it in chunks; you also
write it to your local hard drive in chunks.
The value in parentheses above — 100000 — means each chunk is 100,000 bytes or smaller.
From the Requests documentation: “In an ideal situation you’ll have set stream=True on the request, in which case
you can iterate chunk-by-chunk by calling iter_content with a chunk_size parameter of None. If you want
to set a maximum size of the chunk, you can set a chunk_size parameter to any integer.”
Here is an generic example of chunking code from a blog post:
response = requests.get(url, stream=True)
handle = open(target_path, 'wb')
for chunk in response.iter_content(chunk_size=512):
if chunk:
# filter out keep-alive new chunks
handle.write(chunk)
handle.close()

Note that stream=True is used in the GET Request.

1.9.6 When all else fails
Sometimes a website might block all your attempts to scrape it. Before you give up, I recommend you consult this
book, especially chapter 14 and “The Human Checklist” at the end of that chapter:
Web Scraping with Python: Collecting More Data from the Modern Web (2nd edition), by Ryan Mitchell, 2018 (link).
It’s not particularly beginner-friendly, but at some point you’ll advance beyond the beginner level, and then you should
invest in this resource.
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1.10 Flask Intro
Flask is a Python framework for building web apps. It’s small, light and simple compared with the other widely used
Python framework, Django.
• This site is the home of Flask.
• The documentation for Flask is here.
We will install Flask in a new Python3 virtual environment. Students already have Python3 and venv.

1.10.1 Setup for Flask
We will create a new folder with a new virtual environment for Flask work projects. Various new modules will be
installed here.
Create a directory and change into it
The first step is to create a new folder (directory) for all your Flask projects. Mine is here:
Documents/python/flask

Change into that directory. For me, the command would be:
cd Documents/python/flask

Create a new virtual environment in that directory and activate it
At the command prompt (NOT the Python prompt), create a new virtual environment. This is done only once. Make
sure you are not already in an activated environment when you do this!
Mac OS
python3 -m venv env

Windows
python -m venv env

Activate the virtual environment:
Mac OS
source env/bin/activate

Windows
env\Scripts\activate.bat

Important: You should now see (env) at the far left side of your prompt. This indicates that the virtual environment is active.
For example, on my Mac I would see this:
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(env) mcadams flask $

Tip: If your Mac OS prompt is long and unsightly — unlike the sleek, svelte prompt seen above — you might want
to change it.

Install Flask
In Mac OS or Windows, at the command prompt, with your virtual environment already activated, type:
pip install Flask

Note: Uppercase F required.
This is how you install any Python library that exists in the Python Package Index. Pretty handy. pip is a tool for
installing Python packages, which is what you just did.
Attention: You installed Flask in the Python3 virtual environment that is currently active. When that virtual
environment is not active, Flask will not be available to you. This is ideal, because you will create different virtual
environments for different Python projects, and you won’t need to worry about updated libraries in the future
breaking your (past) code.

Test Flask
Using Atom, create a file in your flask folder, copy/paste the code into it, and save it with the filename hello.py.
Listing 15: ../python_code_examples/flask/hello.py
"""test Flask with this"""
from flask import Flask
app = Flask(__name__)
@app.route('/')
def hello():
return 'Hello World!'

To run that test script, at the command prompt, type this (two lines):
Mac OS
export FLASK_APP=hello.py
flask run

Windows
set FLASK_APP=hello.py
flask run

You’ll see something like this (Mac screen shown; Windows is slightly different):
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Open a new tab in your web browser and, in the address bar, type: localhost:5000

Flask includes a built-in web server, for development use.
What you’ve done is:
1. With the hello.py file, you have written a small (and essentially useless) web app in Flask.
2. With the two commands ending with flask run, you started the server and ran the app on it.
3. The app caused the string Hello World! to be written into the browser window when the home location of the
server was requested (that was you typing localhost:5000 into the address bar).
• That is, the app received a request sent via the browser software to the server.
• Then, the app determined what response to send back to the browser.
To shut down the server, press Control-C in Terminal. (Mac users: That is Control, not Command.)
Flask intro video
Here is an excellent video from a Harvard EdX course. Starting at 40:25, the instructor explains Flask pretty much as
I have done in this chapter and in the parts to follow. It is exceptionally clear and well organized.
If you would prefer a video, I highly recommend this:
Flask - Lecture 2 - CS50’s Web Programming with Python and JavaScript
The lecturer begins with a quick review of how HTTP works and then walks through the same test script shown above.
Watch until around 48:00.
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1.10.2 Deconstruct the code in a small Flask app
Now we will look at the app from above, line by line.
Import Flask and create an application object
We begin here, with two lines you will see in every Flask app:
from flask import Flask
app = Flask(__name__)

The first line is a typical Python import statement. Lowercase flask is a Python library, which you have installed.
Uppercase Flask is a class from that library, and it must be imported. As always, case matters, so note the lowercase f
and the uppercase F.
The second line, which is new to you, begins with a new variable, app, which will be used in every Flask app. The
value of that new variable, Flask(__name__), is a new object that inherits from the class Flask — meaning it gets
all the attributes and methods built into that class, which we have imported.
__name__ is a built-in variable in Python. Python has many double-underscore entities, and they always have this
pattern: two underscores, a word, and two underscores. These double-underscore entities are referred to with the slang
dunder. For __name__, we can say “dunder name.”
What does __name__ do? Every Python module has a name, and __name__ used in a module contains the name
of that module. The value of __name__ is not always the filename, as demonstrated in a common Python statement:
if __name__ == '__main__':

When that statement returns True, it means the program (the file) is being run by itself, and was not imported. (We
are NOT using that statement in our hello.py code, but this seems like a good time to explain it.)
app = Flask(__name__) creates a Flask application object — app — in the current Python module. A Python
module is just a Python file, filename.py. An object (in Python and in other programming languages) is a data type
that can include a ton of functions, methods, and attributes. Our variable app now has all of those from Flask. To be
specific, app is an instance of a Python class named Flask, which we imported at the top of the file.
Basically, we have brought into this file — this app — all the capabilities of Flask.
Add a route and some action
This next part of your first Flask app is what does the work.
@app.route('/')
def hello():
return 'Hello World!'

It consists of two parts: the decorator and the function that is “decorated.”
A decorator begins with @ and is a unique feature of the Python language. It modifies the function that follows it. Let
that sink in.
The decorator:
@app.route('/')

1. Remember that app is a Flask application object. It has all the methods and attributes of the Flask class, and
one of those is route(), which expects to be used in exactly this way — in a decorator.
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2. The contents of the parentheses are a path — a partial URL.
3. Your Flask application will perform different actions depending on which URL is sent to it. '/' is the root of the
website, the top, the home page. @app.route('/index') indicates a URL such as localhost:5000/
index or (on a live server) https://mydomain.com/index. Note that there is no file there — no .html.
4. The action that will be performed at that URL depends on what is written in the function that immediately
follows the decorator.
The function:
def hello():
return 'Hello World!'

All this function does is return a simple string: 'Hello World!' Our Flask app performs this action when the
server is running, the app is running, and we open localhost:5000 in the browser. (Naturally, a Flask app can run
on a live web server.)
Note that there does not need to be any relationship between the decorator and the function except proximity:
@app.route('/')
def hello():
return 'Hello World!'

Often people writing a Flask app use the same word for the route and the function, like so:
@app.route('/foobar')
def foobar():
return 'Hi there, foobar!'

There’s nothing wrong with this, but it’s not necessary. Use it if you like it.
Modify hello.py: Add a new route
Add these three lines to your hello.py file and save it.
@app.route('/foobar')
def foobar():
return '<h1>Hi there, foobar!</h1>'

Repeat the steps from above to run the file and open localhost:5000.
After you see Hello World! in the browser (the same as before), type localhost:5000/foobar into the address
bar and press Enter or Return. That is what the new, added route made possible.
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It is possible to have many different routes in one Flask app, and each route can do an entirely different thing.

1.10.3 What you know now about Flask
Think about each item below in the context of the code you have just run.
1. Flask enables us to create an app that runs on a web server.
2. Entering a URL in a web browser is made operable by a route in a Python decorator.
3. The value passed into route() appears in the URL.
4. What happens as a result of an HTTP request to that URL is determined by instructions in the function that is
“decorated.”
5. A value returned by a function in Flask can be written into a web browser window.
You’re ready to move on to Flask, Part 2.

1.11 Flask, Part 2
In the Flask intro, you saw a very simple Flask app in action. Let’s step it up a little.
Code for this chapter is here.

1.11.1 Your second Flask app
The following script demonstrates the use of a variable in a Flask route. The function can employ the value of this
variable in many ways. Here, the value will simply appear in the browser window as part of a string.
Listing 16: ../python_code_examples/flask/hello3.py
1
2
3

"""basic Flask app - demo of using a variable in a route"""
from flask import Flask
app = Flask(__name__)

4
5
6
7
8
9

@app.route('/')
def hello():
greet = '<h1>Hello, Gators!</h1>'
link = '<p><a href="user/Albert">Click me!</a></p>'
return greet + link

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

@app.route('/user/<name>')
def user(name):
personal = f'<h1>Hello, {name}!</h1>'
# above - the curly braces {} hold a variable; when this runs,
# the value will replace the braces and the variable name
instruc = '<p>Change the name in the <em>browser address bar</em> \
and reload the page.</p>'
return personal + instruc

19
20
21

if __name__ == '__main__':
app.run(debug=True)

We have two routes in the script. The first route, for '/', is not very different from our first Flask app. The second
route, for '/user/<name>', is doing something new.
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Note: Because of the final two lines in this script, you will run this file in exactly the same way you’ve run every
other .py file in a virtual environment:
python hello3.py

Do not use flask run to run this script. That is not necessary, thanks to lines 20 and 21.
When we go to localhost:5000 in the browser, the following code from the Python script (in line 8 above) creates
a functional link in the browser window:
<p><a href="user/Albert">Click me!</a></p>

When you click the link, the second route in hello3.py is called. That is, the relative URL user/Albert is sent to the
server as an HTTP request. But note — and this is a key point — the relative URL in the HTML is href="user/
Albert" and yet the Flask route says:
@app.route('/user/<name>')

What you should understand about Flask right now is that we are able to pass in changeable values using the URL.
To test this, change the text that comes after /user/ in the browser address bar, and press Enter or Return.
Look at the URL in the browser address bar, and look at the text in the browser window.
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If you enter the URL without a value for name — e.g. localhost:5000/user/ — you’ll get an HTTP error:
“The requested URL was not found on the server.”
Review the route function that makes it happen:
@app.route('/user/<name>')
def user(name):
personal = f'<h1>Hello, {name}!</h1>'
# above - the curly braces {} hold a variable; when this runs,
# the value will replace the braces and the variable name
instruc = '<p>Change the name in the <em>browser address bar</em> \
and reload the page.</p>'
return personal + instruc

This route requires some value after user/. Whatever that value might be, it becomes the value of name in the
function. Here, name appears only once within the function, but it could be used multiple times.
Only a string is returned by this function, so that string will appear in the browser window.
The string that is returned by this function is the HTTP response from the server. Keep in mind that the Python script
runs on the server.
Note: Possibly the use of string formatters above is new to you. They are similar to template literals in JavaScript.
personal = f'<h1>Hello, {name}!</h1>'

The result of that line is equivalent to this string concatenation:
personal = '<h1>Hello, ' + name + '!</h1>'

Learn about Python format strings here.
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1.11.2 Putting Flask to work with an API
The next script will demonstrate how Flask can be used to send an API request, and then use the response in a formatted
string. This is more useful than the previous example script — but the same idea of the variable in the route is used.
In the previous script, we used <name> in the route and name in the function to write Albert and then Mindy. In the
next script, we will use <zip> in the route and zip in the function to submit a U.S. zip code to the OpenWeather
API (the request). The response (in the browser) will tell us the current weather at that location.
The OpenWeather API
To use this script for yourself, you will need to get an API key at OpenWeather (it’s free). Do not allow your API key
to be seen by others. I am not sharing my real API key here.
Note: See the configparser chapter for details about using a .cfg file to store all your API keys. You don’t need to
do this to make the script below work, but make sure you do not publish that version with your actual API key in the
code, e.g. on GitHub.
Here is everything you need to know about the OpenWeather API.
We will use the OpenWeather zip code query.

A request to an API can be submitted in a web browser. Below is the request, or query (not using a real API key):
http://api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/weather?zip=32611,us&mode=json&units=imperial&
˓→appid=12345abcXYZ

In the URL above, you can see I submitted the zip code 32611, JSON as the mode (for the response), and imperial (for
temperature in Fahrenheit). The pattern of the URL is shown on the OpenWeather API page.
This is the response from the OpenWeather API, in a browser:
Like most APIs, the OpenWeather API returns a response in a JSON-formatted string. (You can opt to get it in other
formats.) In the response, you can find the name (Gainesville), the temp (70.05), and the description (clear sky). Those
keys and values will be used in the Python script weather.py below.
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Using Flask to get a response
After creating a Flask script (weather.py) to query the OpenWeather API and write a more readable string into the
browser, I ran the script on a February day:
python weather.py

In the browser, I typed three different URLs as shown below.
The zip code 32611 is for Gainesville, Florida.

The zip code 10118 is for New York City.

The zip code 99508 is for Anchorage, Alaska.
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The weather script
Listing 17: ../python_code_examples/flask/weather.py
1
2
3

4

"""a demo Flask app to access an API
the idea for this example came from:
https://medium.com/free-code-camp/how-to-build-a-web-app-using-pythons-flask-and˓→google-app-engine-52b1bb82b221
"""

5
6
7
8

import requests
from flask import Flask
app = Flask(__name__)

9
10
11

# this is not a real key
API_KEY = '12345abcXYZ'

12
13
14

# get weather by U.S. zip code
API_URL = ('http://api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/weather?zip={},us&mode=json&
˓→units=imperial&appid={}')

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

def query_api(zip):
"""submit the API query using variables for zip and API_KEY"""
try:
# print(API_URL.format(zip, API_KEY))
data = requests.get(API_URL.format(zip, API_KEY)).json()
except Exception as exc:
print(exc)
data = None
return data

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

34
35

36

@app.route('/weather/<zip>')
def result(zip):
# get the json file from the OpenWeather API
resp = query_api(zip)
# construct a string using the json data items for temp and
# description
try:
text = resp["name"] + " temperature is " + str(resp["main"]["temp"]) + "
˓→degrees Fahrenheit with " + resp["weather"][0]["description"] + "."
except:
text = "There was an error.<br>Did you include a valid U.S. zip code in the
˓→URL?"
return text
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)
37
38
39

if __name__ == '__main__':
app.run(debug=True)

Line 6: We import the requests module so that we can use requests.get() to submit the API request (on line
20).
Lines 7–8: These were covered in the Flask intro.
Line 11: Provide the API key that will be used in code below this line. (Uppercase letters are used for the variable
name to denote a constant; see PEP 8).
Line 14: The API call — the URL for the request. Note how curly braces are used at two locations in this string:
zip={},us and appid={}. The curly braces allow a variable or a value to be inserted (on line 20).
Line 16: The start of a function that is not a Flask route function. This just provides a simple way to make the API
request and return the response — separately from the route. The zip code will be supplied when this function is
called.
Line 20: Using the variables API_URL and API_KEY (from lines 14 and 11), as well as the submitted zip code
(covered below), the API request is constructed — API_URL.format(zip, API_KEY) — and passed into
requests.get(). Tacking .json() on the end will raise an exception if JSON decoding fails (details).
data = requests.get(API_URL.format(zip, API_KEY)).json()

For details on this use of .format() to plug values into the curly braces in API_URL, see this post. The values
inside the parentheses — zip, API_KEY — are inserted into the curly braces embedded in the string assigned to
API_URL, in order. So zip goes into the first pair of curly braces, and API_KEY goes into the second pair.
Line 26: The Flask route begins here. This script has only ONE route. When the app is running, the server accepts a
URL like this:
http://localhost:5000/weather/86023

A response will be returned by the API if any value appears after weather/.
Line 29: The function query_api() is called here, with the value of zip from the URL passed to it. Review that
function to see that it makes the request to the API and accepts the response from the API. The result is returned and
here, in the route function, is assigned to the variable resp:
resp = query_api(zip)

Line 33: Python reads the contents of resp as a dictionary. There are three values we want to extract:
• the name (location name),
• the temp (current temperature, in Fahrenheit), and
• the description (e.g., “clear sky”).
text = resp["name"] + " temperature is " + str(resp["main"]["temp"]) + " degrees
˓→Fahrenheit with " + resp["weather"][0]["description"] + "."

We access those values using keys from the JSON data returned by the OpenWeather API:
• ["name"] is a key in the primary dictionary.
• ["temp"] is a key inside a dictionary that is the value of the key ["main"] in the primary dictionary. We
need to convert it to a string because the number is a float, and we cannot concatenate a float into a string unless
we convert it to a string with str().
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• ["description"] is a key in the first list item inside the list that is the value of the key ["weather"] in
the primary dictionary.

Above is what the API returns to the browser (not using the Flask app).
If you need some help to understand Python dictionaries, see Dictionaries.

Above is what the Flask app returns, as a string, to the browser. Below is the code that writes it.
text = resp["name"] + " temperature is " + str(resp["main"]["temp"]) + " degrees
˓→Fahrenheit with " + resp["weather"][0]["description"] + "."

Lines 34–35: If for any reason the previous code throws an error, the except clause will be executed and the response
in the browser will be:
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Summary of the Flask weather app
The API and its request/response details might seem overwhelming if you have not worked with APIs before now.
A good tutorial for learning how to use APIs is the MediaWiki tutorial, which teaches how to query Wikipedia.
The most important takeaways at this stage are:
1. The Flask app runs on a server.
2. A Flask route defines a partial URL.
3. A URL entered into a web browser sends an HTTP request to a server.
4. When the URL defined in a Flask route is delivered to that Flask app on the server, a Python function runs.
Which function? The function associated with that URL in the app script.
5. A value can be part of the URL if the Flask route is written to accept a value, e.g.
@app.route('/weather/<zip>')

6. That is NOT the only way to write a route. The route does not need to accept a value; it is optional.
7. By default, if the app returns text, that text will appear in the browser window. What the route function returns
is the HTTP response. (It can be something other than text.)
8. A Flask app can include one, or more than one, route.
9. A route function can call other functions. This is demonstrated in the weather app above.
10. A Flask app can use an external API. This is optional, not required.

1.11.3 Conclusion
You should be starting to glimpse the potential of using Flask to create dynamic web apps.
Maybe you are wondering how to combine Flask with attractive, responsive web pages in the browser, instead of ugly
plaintext.
That’s the topic of the next chapter!
.

1.12 Flask Templates
Previous:
1. Flask intro: A very simple Flask app
2. Flask, part 2: Values in routes; using an API
Code for this chapter is here.
In the previous Flask chapters, we wrote some HTML directly into the Flask app script. This is very awkward.
Naturally, Flask provides a better way to store the HTML (and CSS) you will want your Flask functions to generate.
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1.12.1 Folder structure for a Flask app
A proper Flask app is going to use multiple files — some of which will be template files. The organization of these
files has to follow rules so the app will work. Here is a diagram of the typical structure:
my-flask-app
static/
css/
main.css
templates/
index.html
student.html
data.py
students.py

1. Everything the app needs is in one folder, here named my-flask-app.
2. That folder contains two folders, specifically named static and templates.
• The static folder contains assets used by the templates, including CSS files, JavaScript files, and images.
In the example, we have only one asset file, main.css. Note that it’s inside a css folder that’s inside the
static folder.
• The templates folder contains only templates. These have an .html extension. As we will see, they
contain more than just regular HTML.
3. In addition to the static and templates folders, this app also contains .py files. Note that these must be outside
the two folders named static and templates.
Attention: The templates will not work if this folder structure is not exactly as described above. Your app folder
can be named anything (not only my-flask-app), but the static and templates folders must be named and organized
as shown above. The static folder can contain multiple folders and files. The names of files are up to you.

1.12.2 Get started with templates
Let’s first imagine a situation where we are going to need a lot of pages that all have the same layout.
For example, we might want to build an app that includes all the U.S. presidents. Each president will have their own
page, like this:
We do not want to build 45 pages by hand. We happen to have all the presidential data in a spreadsheet. Can we make
one HTML template and be done?
Yes!
Here is an excerpt from that template:
<h1>{{ pres['President'] }}</h1>
<p>{{ pres['President'] }}, the {{ ord }} president of the
United States, was born on {{ pres['Birth-date'] }}, in
{{ pres['Birthplace'] }}. He was {{ pres['Age-when-took-office'] }}
when he took office on {{ pres['Took-office'] }}. Member:
{{ pres['Party'] }} Party.</p>

That might look slightly intimidating, but notice that inside each double-pair of curly braces is a key (in square
brackets) that tells you exactly which information item will appear there. So, for Lincoln:
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Abraham Lincoln, the 16th president of the United States, was born on 2/12/1809, in LaRue County,
Kentucky. He was 52 when he took office on 3/4/1861. Member: Republican/National Union Party.
The spreadsheet was converted to a list of Python dictionaries — one dictionary per president. The dictionary for
Lincoln looks like this:
{'Presidency': '16', 'President': 'Abraham Lincoln', 'Wikipedia-entry':
'http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abraham_Lincoln', 'Took-office': '3/4/1861',
'Left-office': '4/15/1865', 'Party': 'Republican/National Union', 'Home-state':
'Illinois', 'Occupation': 'Lawyer', 'College': 'None', 'Age-when-took-office':
'52', 'Birth-date': '2/12/1809', 'Birthplace': 'LaRue County, Kentucky',
'Death-date': '4/15/1865', 'Location-death': 'Washington, D.C.', 'Image': 'pr16.jpg
˓→'}

How does a Flask app use a template?
In the previous chapter, Flask, part 2, you saw this route function:
@app.route('/user/<name>')
def user(name):
personal = f'<h1>Hello, {name}!</h1>'
instruc = '<p>Change the name in the <em>browser address bar</em> \
and reload the page.</p>'
return personal + instruc

Let’s transform that so it uses a template.
1. Put the HTML into a template (note the double curly braces {{ }} around name):
<h1>Hello, {{ name }}!</h1>
<p>Change the name in the <em>browser address bar</em>
and reload the page.</p>

2. Save the template file as hello.html in the templates folder.
3. Edit the route function. Remove the HTML. Change the return statement — call the render_template
function. That is how we get the template!
@app.route('/user/<name>')
def user(name):
return render_template('hello.html', name=name)

4. We must import the render_template module, so add it to the line at the top of the Flask app script:
from flask import Flask, render_template

When you import more than one module from flask, you can put them on one line, separated by commas.
Note: The template needs to be a complete HTML file, with all the usual elements such as HTML, HEAD, and
BODY. See the complete example below.
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Listing 18: ../python_code_examples/flask/first_template_ex/templates/hello.html
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<meta charset="utf-8">
<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1">
<title>Hello HTML Templates</title>
<link rel="stylesheet" href="{{ url_for('static', filename='main.css') }}">
</head>
<body>
<div>
<h1>Hello, {{ name }}!</h1>
<p>Change the name in the <em>browser address bar</em>
and reload the page.</p>
</div>
</body>
</html>

Attention: In the HEAD above, in the LINK element, note the syntax for linking to a file in the static folder. The
CSS file is just a normal CSS file, but it must be in the static folder for the Flask app.
Syntax for a path to a file in the static folder:
href="{{ url_for('static', filename='main.css') }}"

Syntax for a path to a file inside a folder in the static folder:
scr="{{ url_for('static', filename='images/foo.jpg') }}"

Example: hello4.py
View the live “hello” app here.
All the “hello” app’s files are here.
How are variables passed from app to template?
The templates in Flask are handled by the Jinja template engine, which comes with Flask when you first install it.
The render_template() function both selects the template file to be used and passes to it any values or variables
it needs.
return render_template('example.html',
name=name, phone=phone_number, state='FL')

We can pass as many variables as necessary to the template. In the example above, the template must contain variables
for name, phone, and state. That is, these expressions must be somewhere in the template named example.html:
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{{ name }}
{{ phone }}
{{ state }}

The value (on the right side of the equals sign) must come from the code in the Flask app file. In the example above,
both name and phone_number must already have a value before the return render_template() line. Note
that 'FL' is a string — we can pass in a string, integer, float, or Boolean.
It’s also possible to pass lists or dictionaries as values to a template. Here’s a line from the presidents app:
return render_template('president.html',
pres=pres_dict, ord=ord, the_title=pres_dict['President'])

The template file is named president.html, and the values depend on a Python dictionary, pres_dict, that was
defined earlier in the Flask app script. We can see the following expressions in the template’s HTML:
{{
{{
{{
{{

ord }}
pres['President'] }}
pres['Birth-date'] }}
pres['Birthplace'] }}

Why pres and not pres_dict? Because pres=pres_dict. In the render_template() function call, the
dictionary pres_dict is assigned to the template’s variable pres. It is shorter and simpler for use in the template
file.
If you need help understanding Python dictionaries, see the Dictionaries chapter. Dictionaries are incredibly useful
for Flask templates!
In another template in the presidents app, base.html, we can see this expression in the HEAD element:
<title>{{ the_title }}</title>

Because of the_title=pres_dict['President'], the HTML TITLE element will be filled in with the value
of the dictionary item that has the key 'President'.
Recall that the HTML TITLE is visible in the browser tab, as seen above.
Attention: If a template uses a lot of variables, it’s much shorter and easier to pass a dictionary to the template
than to specify all the individual variables in the render_template() function.

1.12.3 Walkthrough of the presidents app
Now we will examine this app so you can build one like it yourself.
View the live presents app here.
View the code for the presidents app.
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Converting a CSV to a list of dictionaries
All the data we need about the U.S. presidents is in this CSV file.
Early in the Flask app in presidents.py, we create a list of dictionaries named presidents_list from that CSV.
Each item in the list is a dictionary. Each dictionary contains all the data about ONE president. That is, each
dictionary is equivalent to one row from the original CSV. (This is covered in the CSVs chapter.)
We can use presidents_list to:
1. Populate a template with all the data about a selected president.
2. Use a unique ID number — in the key 'Presidency' — to determine which president has been selected.
This will be used in the Flask route:
@app.route('/president/<num>')

3. Create a list of pairs in which each pair consists of the unique ID and the name of the president it belongs to.
This will be used to create an HTML list of all the presidents’ names, which are links to the Flask route.
Here is the top of the presidents.py script:
Listing 19: ../python_code_examples/flask/presidents/presidents.py
1
2

from flask import Flask, render_template
from modules import convert_to_dict, make_ordinal

3
4
5

app = Flask(__name__)
application = app

6
7
8

# create a list of dicts from a CSV
presidents_list = convert_to_dict("presidents.csv")

The list is created on line 8, using a function in an external file named modules.py.
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convert_to_dict() was imported from that file on line 2.
Tip: To store non-Flask functions in a separate .py file, you will import them by name from that file, as seen on line 2
in presidents.py. One more thing is required: In the folder that contains both presidents.py and modules.py there must
also be a file named __init__.py. That file can be empty — but the name must be exactly as shown. More details here.

The route to one selected president
We will skip to the second route in the app and come back to the first one later.
Listing 20: ../python_code_examples/flask/presidents/presidents.py
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

@app.route('/president/<num>')
def detail(num):
try:
pres_dict = presidents_list[int(num) - 1]
except:
return f"<h1>Invalid value for Presidency: {num}</h1>"
# a little bonus function, imported on line 2 above
ord = make_ordinal( int(num) )
return render_template('president.html', pres=pres_dict, ord=ord, the_title=pres_
˓→dict['President'])

Notice that the variable num is passed in the route. This was explained in Flask, part 2. The value of num determines
which president we will see.
@app.route('/president/<num>')

Earlier, we saw that a URL for Abraham Lincoln ends with /president/16.
Recall that each president’s details are in a dictionary, and all the dictionaries are in a list. Recall that any list item
can be accessed by its index (see Working with Lists).
However, the first index in a list is always 0.
To get George Washington, the first U.S. president, we need presidents_list[0]. But the route URL will end
with /president/1 — because his Presidency (in the CSV) is 1. Therefore:
pres_dict = presidents_list[int(num) - 1]

That line (line 27) assigns the dictionary for the one selected president to the variable pres_dict. For the list
index, int(num) - 1 changes num from a string to an integer and subtracts 1, so that the dictionary for George
Washington, first president, comes from list item 0. (And the dictionary for Abraham Lincoln, 16th president, comes
from list item 15, etc..)
Attention: This would not work for every possible list of dictionaries. In some cases you would need to search
for a dictionary key to match the value passed to the function from the route URL.
Line 27 is in a try clause because it’s possible someone would manually change the URL to something invalid, such
as /president/100. In that case, the except clause would run, and the screen would show the text “Invalid value for
Presidency: 100” styled as an H1 heading.
Line 31 is a bonus because it takes the value of num (e.g. 1 for Washington or 16 for Lincoln) and converts it to an
ordinal (e.g. 1st for Washington or 16th for Lincoln). The function make_ordinal() is in modules.py.
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Finally, line 32 is the render_template() function we’ve seen before. The Flask template here is president.html.
We know that pres_dict is the single dictionary for the selected president, and we pass it to the template as the
variable pres because that’s shorter and simpler. We pass ord to the template as ord. For the HTML TITLE, we
pass the value of pres_dict['President'] to the template as the_title.
Summary: The route tells Flask, “When this URL is received, run the following function.” Then everything up to the
final return in the function is preparing the data that will be in the render_template() function. We also have
an except clause, in case the route’s variable value is unusable.
The route to an index of presidents
Now we turn to the first route. This is the equivalent of an index, where the user selects a president. Then a request is
sent to the server, and the page for that single president appears in the browser.
The web page needs to provide a list of links, one for each president.
• To work, the partial URL for a president must contain the Presidency number. This was covered in the previous
section — the URL for Abraham Lincoln, for example, ends with /president/16.
• The link text is the president’s name. In the CSV, it is in the column named President.
Listing 21: ../python_code_examples/flask/presidents/presidents.py
12
13
14

pairs_list = []
for p in presidents_list:
pairs_list.append( (p['Presidency'], p['President']) )

15
16

# first route

17
18
19
20

@app.route('/')
def index():
return render_template('index.html', pairs=pairs_list, the_title="Presidents Index
˓→")

A list of pairs (number, name) is created before the route function. It’s outside the route function because it only needs
to run once and create the pairs_list list for the route function to use.
This is a simple route for the top page of the app:
@app.route('/')

Because pairs_list already exists, the function has only one instruction: to return render_template(). The
render_template() function specifies the template named index.html (this is always the first thing inside
the parentheses) and passes to it the pairs_list (assigned to pairs) and the string “Presidents Index” (assigned
to the_title).
You can see the result here.
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1.12.4 The presidents templates
There are three templates in this app:
1. index.html
2. president.html
3. base.html
base.html
We begin with base.html because it is used by both of the other templates.
Listing 22: ../python_code_examples/flask/presidents/templates/base.html
1
2
3
4
5

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<meta charset="utf-8">
<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1">

6

<title>{{ the_title }}</title>

7
8

<!-- note the special href for files in the Flask "static" folder -->
<link rel="stylesheet" href="{{ url_for('static', filename='css/main.css') }}

9
10
˓→

">

11
12
13

</head>
<body>

14
15

<div id="container">

16
17
18
19

<!-- Jinja directives: page contents will go between them -->
{% block content %}
{% endblock %}

20
21

</div>

22
23
24

</body>
</html>

We already covered the code in lines 7 and 10 (earlier in this chapter):
• Line 7: The value for the template variable the_title comes from the render_template() function.
• Line 10: The value inside quotes following href= is necessary for a functioning path to files inside the static
folder.
What’s new: The Jinja directives on lines 18 and 19. These two commands, specific to the Jinja template language,
designate the start and end of a block. The block in this case is named content. This same block name will be used in
the other two templates in the presidents app.
Note: The block can be named something else (other than content). Up to you. Also, you can use more than one
block in a template — but each block in a template must have its own unique name.
What is a block for? It is a place to insert other content.
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Read on . . .
index.html
Right away, look at lines 3 and 20 below. Those are the same Jinja directives used in base.html — but here, they
enclose the block to be inserted into base.html.
It works because of line 1 below:
Listing 23: ../python_code_examples/flask/presidents/templates/index.html
1

{% extends 'base.html' %}

2
3

{% block content %}

4
5

<h1>A presidential Flask example</h1>

6
7

<p>Click any president’s name.</p>

8
9

<!-- pairs is a list that must be sent here by a route function

10
11
12

The list will contain 45 pairs: a presidency number, and a
president's name -->

13
14
15
16
17
18

<ul>
{% for pair in pairs %}
<li><a href="{{ url_for( 'detail', num=pair[0] ) }}">{{ pair[1] }}</a></li>
{% endfor %}
</ul>

19
20

{% endblock %}

Because of line 1, when the render_template() function calls the template index.html, the first thing that happens
is: line 1 fetches base.html and constructs a complete page from the two templates.
You’ll see the same thing in the president.html template, again using base.html.
The other Jinja code in index.html is used to build a list of links. This was described under The route to an index of
presidents above.
First, the two Jinja directives on lines 15 and 17 designate the start and end of a for-loop. It is a Python for-loop, as
you might realize when you see that it begins with for pair in pairs — but note, there is no colon.
Second, what is happening inside the for-loop? The list named pairs contains a tuple for each president. In each
tuple are two values, a number and a name. Values in a tuple can be used with indexes, like values in a list. So
pair[0] is the first value in the current tuple (a number), and pair[1] is the second value (a president’s name).
<li><a href="{{ url_for( 'detail', num=pair[0] ) }}">{{ pair[1] }}</a></li>

1. The for-loop writes a new LI element each time the loop runs.
2. The LI contains one A element.
3. The value of the HREF attribute is this string:
"{{ url_for( 'detail', num=pair[0] ) }}"

4. The value inside {{ }} writes, for example: /president/16.
5. Because pair[1] holds a president’s name, that name is the link text.
1.12. Flask Templates
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6. The result of the loop looks like this:
<li><a
<li><a
<li><a
<li><a
<li><a
...

href="/president/1">George Washington</a></li>
href="/president/2">John Adams</a></li>
href="/president/3">Thomas Jefferson</a></li>
href="/president/4">James Madison</a></li>
href="/president/5">James Monroe</a></li>

You might have wondered why the second route in presidents.py starts like this:
@app.route('/president/<num>')
def detail(num):

I wanted to demonstrate that the value of the HREF attribute must call the function, which here is detail() and not
president().
When the HTTP request is http://localhost:5000/president/16, the function detail() receives the string value 16
as num.
The value of num retrieves the matching dictionary and returns it — with the template — as the HTTP response, and
the browser displays the selected president’s page.
president.html
The detail page contains the most Jinja templating code, because it is writing all the values from one president’s
dictionary (pres) into the HTML:
Listing 24: ../python_code_examples/flask/presidents/templates/president.html
1

{% extends 'base.html' %}

2
3

{% block content %}

4
5

<!-- the full dict for a president is sent here as pres by the route -->

6
7

<h1>{{ pres['President'] }}</h1>

8
9
10

<!-- NOTE the pattern for pointing to a file inside the static folder -->
<img class="right" src="{{ url_for('static', filename='images/' + pres['Image']) }}"
˓→alt="President portrait">

11
12

<p>{{ pres['President'] }}, the {{ ord }} president of the United States, was born on
˓→{{ pres['Birth-date'] }}, in {{ pres['Birthplace'] }}. He was {{ pres['Age-when˓→took-office'] }} when he took office on {{ pres['Took-office'] }}. Member: {{ pres[
˓→'Party'] }} Party.

13

{% if pres['Death-date'] == pres['Left-office'] %}
He died in office on {{ pres['Death-date'] }}.
{% elif pres['Left-office'] != 'Incumbent'%}
He left office on {{ pres['Left-office'] }}.
{% endif %}

14
15
16
17
18
19

His occupation before the presidency: {{ pres['Occupation'] }}.
His college: {{ pres['College'] }}.

20
21
22

{% if pres['Location-death'] != "NA" %}

23

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

He died in {{ pres['Location-death'] }}, on {{ pres['Death-date'] }}.
{% endif %}

24
25
26

</p>

27
28

<p><a href="{{ pres['Wikipedia-entry'] }}">View Wikipedia entry for {{ pres['President
˓→'] }}.</a></p>

29
30
31

<!-- NOTE the way to link to a route: Use the function name -->
<p><a href="{{ url_for('index') }}">Return to the list</a> to select a different
˓→president.</p>

32
33

{% endblock %}

This template inserts itself into base.html because of lines 1, 3 and 33. Those are Jinja block directives, already
discussed above.
In index.html you saw a Python for-loop in Jinja. Here you can see conditional statements — if and elif. This is
especially powerful because we can read the values from the dictionary pres and change what is written into the
HTML depending on (for example) whether the president has died or is still living.
Line 14 checks whether the value of Death-date is the same as the value of Left-office. If so, this president
died in office.
Line 16 checks whether the value of Left-office is Incumbent. If not, then this president has left office, and a
sentence will be inserted. If so, then no sentence will be inserted.
Line 18 ends the if-else sequence. This is required.
Line 23 checks the value of Location-death. If the value is not NA, then this president has died, and a sentence
will be written. Otherwise, no sentence is written here.
Line 25 ends the if-else sequence. This is required.

1.12.5 Resources
For answers to any questions about writing templates or using the Jinja template language:
• Jinja documentation — All the commands for the Jinja template syntax are here.
• Flask documentation for render_template().

1.12.6 Summary
• Using Flask to ingest a URL and return a templated web page requires us to consider the data source (a CSV in
the presidents app), the layout of the page, and the variables we need to send to the page.
• A Flask route function can be long or short, and if it returns render_template() it needs to send not only
the name of the template but also the variables required by that template.
• In templates, partial URLs are written in very particular ways to work with the Jinja template engine. These
include all URLs that lead to assets inside the static folder, such as images, CSS files, and JavaScript files.
• Any link that corresponds to a route that includes a variable requires particular Jinja syntax, as seen in index.html.
• Jinja directives can be used to insert Python commands into a template. These include for-loops and conditionals
(if, elif, else). You might notice this resembles PHP syntax.
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• Templates can be modular. In the presidents app, base.html contains HTML for the top and bottom segments of
two different pages. The middle segment is inserted by either index.html or president.html.
Note: Data sources other than CSV files — including databases — can be used with Flask.
.

1.13 Flask: Deploy an App
Previous:
1. Flask intro: A very simple Flask app
2. Flask, part 2: Values in routes; using an API
3. Flask templates: Write HTML templates for a Flask app
Code for this chapter is here.
In the Flask Templates chapter, we built a functioning Flask app. In this chapter, we’ll explore several ways to put that
Flask app online.

1.13.1 Introduction
When professionals deploy their Python web apps, nowadays they commonly deploy to a cloud service such as Amazon’s AWS, Heroku, or Google App Engine.
One thing to understand, though, is that often they do not deploy a Python executable. That is, the site they upload
to a web server is not the Flask app and its associated templates, etc., but rather a traditional website with hard-coded
HTML files that has been “baked out” from Flask.
In this document, we’ll learn how to do that. Then we will also learn how to install a Flask app (one that has not been
“baked out”) on:
• A typical web hosting service such as Reclaim Hosting, using a simple cPanel service there.
• Heroku, via git commands, and using the Gunicorn server.

1.13.2 “Baking it out” with Frozen-Flask
Frozen-Flask is a Flask extension, so we’ll need to install it. In Terminal, change into your Flask projects folder
and activate your virtual environment there. Then install at the command prompt — where you see $ (Mac) or
C:\Users\yourname> (Windows )—
pip install Frozen-Flask

After installing the extension, create a new file inside the folder that contains the Flask app you want to “freeze.”
Name the new file freeze.py and copy/paste this script into it:
Listing 25: ../python_code_examples/flask/freeze.py
"""standard freeze script"""
from flask_frozen import Freezer
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

# instead of "filename," below, use the name of the file that
# runs YOUR Flask app - omit .py from the filename
from filename import app
app.config['FREEZER_RELATIVE_URLS'] = True
freezer = Freezer(app)
if __name__ == '__main__':
freezer.freeze()

Warning: filename in the script above must OMIT the file extension .py from the filename.
Save all your open files.
If the Flask web server is running, quit it with Control-C.
In Terminal, in the directory containing the Flask app, enter this at the command prompt:
python freeze.py

If freezing worked: Inside your Flask app folder, you’ll now see a new folder named build. Open it. Inside build,
you’ll see all the files created by Frozen-Flask.
The entire build folder can be uploaded to a web server (without any other files or folders), and the folder name can
be changed (from build to anything) — and all the pages will work. (Just don’t change or rename anything inside the
build folder.)
Need to update the site? Make your edits, run freeze.py again, and re-deploy.
Benefits of freezing
Pause for a moment and consider this: Imagine you needed to build a site with detailed data about the 535 members of
the U.S. Congress. You build it with Flask (using a CSV file, a Python dictionary, or an SQL database to generate all
the data) with two or maybe three HTML templates. Then you run freeze.py and in seconds you have 535 individual
files, which you just upload as one folder, and you’re done.
Similar apps might produce pages for:
• 190 pages for each dog breed in the American Kennel Club
• 318 pages for each character in all the Harry Potter novels
• 3,144 counties and county equivalents in the United States
• 6,909 living languages in the world
When there are changes to the data, you update the data source, re-freeze and re-deploy.
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Freezer errors
If freezing did not work: This may happen because your app uses dynamic routes similar to this:
@app.route('/actor/<id>')

You might need to add a URL generator to the freeze.py file.
For example:
from data import ACTORS
@freezer.register_generator
def actor():
for item in ACTORS:
yield { 'id': item['id'] }

You can definitely freeze an app with dynamic route information, but you might need to play around with it a bit before
you get it working.
Some apps cannot work via freezing. See below for details.
Read the full documentation for Frozen-Flask.

1.13.3 When freezing will not work, cannot work
If your app depends on dynamic activity — for example, if you are using Flask-WTF to process a form — you will
not get a fully functioning app if you freeze it. Similarly, if you’re accessing an API to get data that changes frequently
(such as currency rates or weather), you cannot freeze that app.
In those cases, you will need to run Python on a web server, where people are accessing your pages (and NOT freeze
the app).
There are ways to do this if you use a cloud service such as Amazon’s AWS or Heroku, but you don’t necessarily need
to go that way if you’re a student and your app is not going to attract thousands of users.
The hosted website solution
Most hosted web server accounts from companies such as Reclaim Hosting provide cPanel — a set of services that
you access from a simple dashboard.

If you find the icon above in the cPanel at your hosting provider, you’re probably good to go. I’ve written detailed
instructions for how to install a Python app at Reclaim Hosting, and it’s probably the same or very nearly so in any
cPanel instance.
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Using Heroku instead
You can get started on Heroku for free, and if you find you need more than the free option provides, you can change
your plan.
An example app for deployment to Heroku is here.
The live app is running at this URL:
https://students-flask.herokuapp.com/
Once you have a Heroku account, download the Heroku CLI, a command-line tool. Use the appropriate installer for
your operating system. Test that it was installed successfully by entering this in Terminal at the command prompt:
heroku --version

Follow the login instructions under Getting Started.
You will log in this way each time you use the Heroku CLI. You can log out — heroku logout — or just quit
Terminal.
You can read more about the Heroku CLI.
Heroku: Preliminary steps
If you use the GitHub Desktop app, you already have command-line git. This is not part of Heroku, but you will
need to use command-line git to deploy to Heroku.
Before proceeding with command-line git, your Flask app should be ready to deploy (all code completed and tested).
You must also complete these steps:
1. Install Gunicorn: You need to add a production-level web server to your web app. Heroku recommends Gunicorn for Python applications. Activate the virtualenv for your app and install it with:
pip install gunicorn

2. Create or update requirements.txt: Instructions are here. Even if you created a requirements.txt file earlier, you
must re-create it to add Gunicorn to the list. This is absolutely necessary.
3. Make sure there is a .gitignore file in your repo and it excludes your env/ or venv/ folder. You must NOT
commit virtual environment files — the requirements.txt file lists all the contents of your virtualenv so that it
can be re-created on Heroku. You can copy this file.
4. Create Procfile: This is a plain-text file that must be named exactly Procfile (uppercase P, and no file extension).
Its contents declare which commands are run by the application’s dynos on Heroku. Read more about Procfile
here.
To run a simple Python web app (such as the example students-flask-app), the complete contents of Procfile are:
web: gunicorn students:app

Database: Note that Heroku prefers PostgreSQL and not MySQL or MariaDB. If your app includes a MySQL
database, read this. The example app students-flask-app does not use any SQL database, so we can deploy it simply.
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Deploy to Heroku
To register a new application with Heroku, use the apps:create command. You must be in the root directory of
your app. So at the command prompt, I am inside the students-flask-app directory, and my virtualenv is not active.
heroku apps:create students-flask

Heroku applications must have a unique name, so if yours is taken, you will need to choose another name. It does not
need to match your app folder name.
The command will return the web address of your app, such as:
https://students-flask.herokuapp.com/
You’ll register the app only once.
Important: Before you push to Heroku, make sure all changes are committed (in the GitHub Desktop app).
Then at the command prompt, type:
git push heroku master

Many lines of messages from the remote branch on Heroku will be printed to the Terminal. Wait until you see
Verifying deploy... done. And then . . . you’re back at the command prompt.
If you get this error message:
fatal: 'heroku' does not appear to be a git repository
fatal: Could not read from remote repository.
Please make sure you have the correct access rights
and the repository exists.

This should fix it (use your own Heroku app name, not students-flask):
heroku git:remote -a students-flask

Now this should work:
git push heroku master

Use your web browser to go to the web address given above to view the active app.
You’ll find you have a new branch in your local repo.
If you make changes to the app, you’ll need to push to Heroku again. Save all files and commit locally. Log into
Heroku (if not already logged in), and:
git push heroku master
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The Heroku dashboard
When you are logged in at Heroku.com, you’ll see your Heroku dashboard. All your registered apps are listed here.
To manage an app, click its name.
To delete an app from Heroku, once you’ve clicked its name, click Settings. Then click the Delete app button at the
bottom of the page. You will be asked to confirm your choice.
Tip: Deleting an app on Heroku is easy, so don’t worry about messing up. You can just delete the whole app and start
over.
You can manage various other aspects of your app, such as config variables, on the Settings page. You can also add a
custom domain name for your app.

1.13.4 Conclusion
We’ve learned about three different options for deploying a Flask app:
• Use Frozen-Flask and then upload a folder to your server
• Deploy to a hosted web account
• Deploy to Heroku, a free cloud service
Depending on the characteristics of your Flask app, one of these options might be much better than the others, or they
might all be equally suitable.
See more options for deploying in the Flask documentation.
.
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1.14 Flask: Web Forms
Previous:
1. Flask intro: A very simple Flask app
2. Flask, part 2: Values in routes; using an API
3. Flask templates: Write HTML templates for a Flask app
4. Flask: Deploy an app: How to put your finished app online
Code for this chapter is here.
In the Flask Templates chapter, we built a functioning Flask app. In this chapter, we’ll explore how to add functional
web forms to a similar app.

Flask forms app example (actors_app):
• Live app
• Code

1.14.1 Introduction
Flask has an extension that makes it easy to create web forms.
WTForms is “a flexible forms validation and rendering library for Python Web development.” With Flask-WTF, we
get WTForms in Flask.
• WTForms includes security features for submitting form data.
• WTForms has built-in validation techniques.
• WTForms can be combined with Bootstrap to help us make clean-looking, responsive forms for mobile and
desktop screens.
Read the documentation for Flask-WTF.
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1.14.2 Setup for using forms in Flask
We will install the Flask-WTF extension to help us work with forms in Flask. There are many extensions for Flask,
and each one adds a different set of functions and capabilities. See the list of Flask extensions for more.
In Terminal, change into your Flask projects folder and activate your virtual environment there. Then, at the command prompt — where you see $ (Mac) or C:\Users\yourname> (Windows )—
pip install Flask-WTF

We will also install the Flask-Bootstrap4 extension to provide Bootstrap styles for our forms.
pip install Flask-Bootstrap4

This installation is done only once in any virtualenv. It is assumed you already have Flask installed there.
• Flask-WTF docs
• More details in WTForms docs
• Flask-Bootstrap docs
• An alternative is Bootstrap Flask — but that is NOT used here

1.14.3 Imports for forms with Flask-WTF and Flask-Bootstrap
You will have a long list of imports at the top of your Flask app file:
from
from
from
from
from

flask import Flask, render_template, redirect, url_for
flask_bootstrap import Bootstrap
flask_wtf import FlaskForm
wtforms import StringField, SubmitField
wtforms.validators import DataRequired

Note as always that Python is case-sensitive, so upper- and lowercase must be used exactly as shown. The fourth line
will change depending on your form’s contents. For example, if you have a SELECT element, you’ll need to import
that. See the complete list of WTForms form field types.

1.14.4 Set up a form in a Flask app
After the imports, these lines follow in the app script:
app = Flask(__name__)
# Flask-WTF requires an encryption key - the string can be anything
app.config['SECRET_KEY'] = 'C2HWGVoMGfNTBsrYQg8EcMrdTimkZfAb'
# Flask-Bootstrap requires this line
Bootstrap(app)

Flask allows us to set a “secret key” value. You can grab a string from a site such as RandomKeygen. This value is
used to prevent malicious hijacking of your form from an outside submission.
Flask-WTF’s FlaskForm will automatically create a secure session with CSRF (cross-site request forgery) protection
if this key-value is set. Don’t publish the actual key on GitHub!
You can read more about app.config['SECRET_KEY'] in this StackOverflow post.
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Configure the form
Next, we configure a form that inherits from Flask-WTF’s class FlaskForm. Python style dictates that a class starts
with an uppercase letter and uses camelCase, so here our new class is named NameForm (we will use the form to
search for a name).
In the class, we assign each form control to a unique variable. This form has only one text input field and one submit
button.
Every form control must be configured here.
class NameForm(FlaskForm):
name = StringField('Which actor is your favorite?', validators=[DataRequired()])
submit = SubmitField('Submit')

Learn more about classes in Python here.
If you had more than one form in the app, you would define more than one new class in this manner.
Note that StringField and SubmitField were imported at the top of the file. If we needed other form-control
types in this form, we would need to import those also. See a list of all WTForms field types.
Note that several field types (such as RadioField and SelectField) must have an option choices=[] specified, after the label text. Within the list, each choice is a pair in this format: ('string1', 'string2').
WTForms also has a long list of validators we can use. The DataRequired() validator prevents the form from
being submitted if that field is empty. Note that these validators must also be imported at the top of the file.
Put the form in a route function
Now we will use the form in a Flask route:
Listing 26: ../python_code_examples/flask/actors_app/actors.py
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

@app.route('/', methods=['GET', 'POST'])
def index():
names = get_names(ACTORS)
# you must tell the variable 'form' what you named the class, above
# 'form' is the variable name used in this template: index.html
form = NameForm()
message = ""
if form.validate_on_submit():
name = form.name.data
if name.lower() in names:
# empty the form field
form.name.data = ""
id = get_id(ACTORS, name)
# redirect the browser to another route and template
return redirect( url_for('actor', id=id) )
else:
message = "That actor is not in our database."
return render_template('index.html', names=names, form=form, message=message)

A crucial line is where we assign our configured form object to a new variable:
form = NameForm()

We must also pass that variable to the template, as seen in the final line above.
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Be aware that if we had created more than one form class, each of those would need to be assigned to a unique
variable.
Put the form in a template
Before we break all that down and explain it, let’s look at the code in the template index.html:
Listing 27: ../python_code_examples/flask/actors_app/templates/index.html
1
2

{% extends 'bootstrap/base.html' %}
{% import "bootstrap/wtf.html" as wtf %}

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

{% block styles %}
{{ super() }}
<style>
body { background: #e8f1f9; }
</style>
{% endblock %}

10
11
12
13
14

{% block title %}
Best Movie Actors
{% endblock %}

15
16
17

{% block content %}

18
19
20
21

<div class="container">
<div class="row">
<div class="col-md-10 col-lg-8 mx-lg-auto mx-md-auto">

22

<h1 class="pt-5 pb-2">Welcome to the best movie actors Flask example!</h1>

23
24
25

<p class="lead">This is the index page for an example Flask app using Bootstrap
and WTForms. Note that only 100 actors are in the data source. Partial names are
˓→not valid.</p>
˓→

26

{{ wtf.quick_form(form) }}

27
28

<p class="pt-5"><strong>{{ message }}</strong></p>

29
30
31
32
33

</div>
</div>
</div>

34
35

{% endblock %}

Where is the form? This is the amazing thing about Flask-WTF — by configuring the form as we did in the Flask
app, we can generate a form with Bootstrap styles in HTML using nothing more than the template you see above.
Line 27 is the form.
Note that in the Flask route function, we passed the variable form to the template index.html:
return render_template('index.html', names=names, form=form, message=message)

So when you use wtf.quick_form(), the argument inside the parentheses must be the variable that represents
the form you created in the app.
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form = NameForm()

We discussed the configuration of NameForm above.

1.14.5 A quick note about Bootstrap in Flask
There’s more about this in the Resources section at the bottom of this page — but to summarize briefly:
• You pip-installed Flask-Bootstrap4 in your Flask virtual environment.
• You wrote from flask_bootstrap import Bootstrap at the top of the Flask app file.
• Below that, you wrote Bootstrap(app) in the Flask app file.
• In any Flask template using Bootstrap styles, the top line will be: {% extends 'bootstrap/base.
html' %}
That combination of four things has embedded Bootstrap 4 in this app and made wtf.quick_form() possible.
There’s an excellent how-to video (only 9 minutes long) about using Bootstrap styles in Flask if you want to separate
the forms information from the Bootstrap information in your mind. You can, of course, use Flask-Bootstrap4 without
the forms!
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1.14.6 Examining the route function
Before reading further, try out a working version of this app. The complete code for the app is in the folder named
actors_app.
1. You type an actor’s name into the form and submit it.
2. If the actor’s name is in the data source (ACTORS), the app loads a detail page for that actor. (Photos of bears
stand in for real photos of the actors.)
3. Otherwise, you stay on the same page, the form is cleared, and a message tells you that actor is not in the
database.
Listing 28: ../python_code_examples/flask/actors_app/actors.py
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

@app.route('/', methods=['GET', 'POST'])
def index():
names = get_names(ACTORS)
# you must tell the variable 'form' what you named the class, above
# 'form' is the variable name used in this template: index.html
form = NameForm()
message = ""
if form.validate_on_submit():
name = form.name.data
if name.lower() in names:
# empty the form field
form.name.data = ""
id = get_id(ACTORS, name)
# redirect the browser to another route and template
return redirect( url_for('actor', id=id) )
else:
message = "That actor is not in our database."
return render_template('index.html', names=names, form=form, message=message)

First we have the route, as usual, but with a new addition for handling form data: methods.
@app.route('/', methods=['GET', 'POST'])

Every HTML form has two possible methods, GET and POST. GET simply requests a response from the server. POST,
however, sends a request with data attached in the body of the request; this is the way most web forms are submitted.
This route needs to use both methods because when we simply open the page, no form was submitted, and we’re
opening it with GET. When we submit the form, this same page is opened with POST if the actor’s name (the form
data) was not found. Thus we cannot use only one of the two options here.
def index():
names = get_names(ACTORS)

At the start of the route function, we get the data source for this app. It happens to be in a list named ACTORS, and we
get just the names by running a function, get_names(). The function was imported from the file named modules.py.
form = NameForm()
message = ""

We assign the previously configured form object, NameForm(), to a new variable, form. This has been discussed
above.
We create a new, empty variable, message.
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if form.validate_on_submit():
name = form.name.data

validate_on_submit() is a built-in WTForms function, called on form (our variable). If it returns True, the
following commands and statements in the block will run. If not, the form is simply not submitted, and invalid fields
are flagged. It will return True if the form was filled in and submitted.
form.name.data is the contents of the text input field represented by name. Perhaps we should review how we
configured the form:
class NameForm(FlaskForm):
name = StringField('Which actor is your favorite?', validators=[DataRequired()])
submit = SubmitField('Submit')

That name is the name in form.name.data — the contents of which we will now store in a new variable, name.
To put it another way: The variable name in the app now contains whatever the user typed into the text input field on
the web page — that is, the actor’s name.
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

if name.lower() in names:
# empty the form field
form.name.data = ""
id = get_id(ACTORS, name)
# redirect the browser to another route and template
return redirect( url_for('actor', id=id) )
else:
message = "That actor is not in our database."

This if-statement is specific to this app. It checks whether the name (that was typed into the form) matches any name
in the list names. If not, we jump down to else and text is put into the variable message. If name DOES match,
we clear out the form, run a function called get_id() (from modules.py) and — important! — open a different
route in this app:
return redirect( url_for('actor', id=id) )

Thus redirect( url_for('actor', id=id) ) is calling a different route here in the same Flask app script.
(See actors.py, lines 46-55.) The redirect() function is specifically for this use, and we imported it from the
flask module at the top of the app. We also imported url_for(), which you have seen previously used within
templates.
As far as using forms with Flask is concerned, you don’t need to worry about the actors and their IDs, etc. What is
important is that the route function can be used to evaluate the data sent from the form. We check to see whether it
matched any of the actors in a list, and a different response will be sent based on match or no match.
Any kind of form data can be handled in a Flask route function.
You can do any of the things that are typically done with HTML forms — handle usernames and passwords, write new
data to a database, create a quiz, etc.
The final line in the route function calls the template index.html and passes three variables to it:
return render_template('index.html', names=names, form=form, message=message)
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1.14.7 Conclusion
Flask-WTF provides convenient methods for working with forms in Flask. Forms can be built easily and also processed easily, with a minimum of code.
Adding Flask-Bootstrap ensures that we can build mobile-friendly forms with a minimum amount of effort.
Note that it is possible to build a customized form layout using Bootstrap 4 styles in a Flask template, or to build a
custom form with no Bootstrap styles. In either case, you cannot use {{ wtf.quick_form(form) }} but would
instead write out all the form code in your Flask template as you would in a normal HTML file. To take advantage of
WTForms, you would still create the form class with FlaskForm in the same way as shown above.
An example is the demo Flask app Books Hopper, which includes four separate Bootstrap forms:
• a login form
• a registration form
• a search form
• a form for writing a book review and selecting a rating

Bootstrap 4 was used in all templates in the Books Hopper app, but Flask-Bootstrap was not.
Important: You are using Bootstrap 4 in Flask if you installed with pip install Flask-Bootstrap4. In
early 2018, Bootstrap 4 replaced Bootstrap 3. The differences are significant.
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1.14.8 Resources
• Sending form data — how web browsers interact with servers; request/response
• Flask-WTF documentation
• Complete WTForms documentation
• Flask-Bootstrap documentation
• About Flask-Bootstrap templates
.

1.15 Flask and Databases
To add database functionality to a Flask app, we will use SQLAlchemy.
SQLAlchemy is a Python SQL toolkit and object relational mapper (ORM) that enables Python to communicate
with the SQL database system you prefer: MySQL, PostgreSQL, SQLite, and others. An ORM converts data between
incompatible systems (object structure in Python, table structure in SQL database). SQLAlchemy is basically a bridge
between Python and a SQL database.
Flask-SQLAlchemy is an extension for Flask that adds SQLAlchemy to your Flask app.
• SQLAlchemy documentation
• Flask-SQLAlchemy documentation
• Code for this chapter

1.15.1 Setup: Flask-SQLAlchemy
We will install the Flask-SQLAlchemy extension to enable us to work with a SQL database in Flask. There are many
extensions for Flask; each one adds a different set of functions and capabilities. See the list of Flask extensions for
more.
In Terminal, change into your Flask projects folder and activate your virtual environment there. Then install the
extension at the command prompt — where you see $ (Mac) or C:\Users\yourname> (Windows) —
pip install flask-sqlalchemy

We will use SQLite for database examples here. Although it’s not necessary to use SQLAlchemy to interact with a
SQLite database, learning to use SQLAlchemy gives you a skill set that can be applied to any SQL database system.
SQLAlchemy can bridge between Python and various different SQL database systems — some of which need an
additional module, or library, to be installed. SQLite does not require an additional module — the sqlite3 module
is included in Python 3.x.
• Find other modules for other SQL databases.
Important: If you’re using a MySQL or PostgreSQL database, you will need to install a DBAPI module such as
psycopg2 (PostgreSQL) or PyMySQL (MySQL).
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1.15.2 Basics of using a database with Flask
You’ll connect your Flask app to an existing SQL database. Connecting will require your own database username and
database password, unless using SQLite.
Note: You can create the SQL database using Python, but that is not required. If you already have a database, all
you need to worry about is how to connect it. If you do use Python to create a SQL database (and that’s an “if,” not
a necessity), you will only do it once. You don’t create the same database again and again. Yes, this seems like a
no-brainer — but you need to think about what your code is doing.
Your database may have one table, or more than one table. That depends on what you need, or the structure of the
existing SQL database. You’ll need to know the table name(s). You’ll need to know the field names (column headings)
in each table.
Your app might only read from your SQL database. You can write SQL queries to accomplish this — using FlaskSQLAlchemy commands to do so. Note that you won’t write a straightforward SQL query. Here is an example of
Flask-SQLAlchemy syntax:
socks = Sock.query.filter_by(style='knee-high').order_by(Sock.name).all()

The Flask-SQLAlchemy statement to the right of the equals sign, above, is equivalent to this standard SQL statement:
SELECT * FROM socks WHERE style="knee-high" ORDER BY name

It is assumed you are familiar with how to write basic SQL queries.
• Details about writing queries with Flask-SQLAlchemy.
In addition to reading from your SQL database, your Flask app might allow people to write to the database. In that
case, you will probably want people to log in securely. Alternatively, you might set up a Python script that updates
your database on a regular schedule (e.g., writing in new records from a monthly data dump).
You might write a Python script to populate your database from the contents of a CSV file. This would be fairly
simple if you only need to run it once. If you need to add records repeatedly (say, once per month) to an existing
database, you might need to check whether you are duplicating records that are already there. If you need to check
for existing records and update them, that’s more challenging. You can handle each of these tasks within Flask, using
route functions.
If people are writing into your database, you will want to give them a web form, or forms, for doing so. See Flask:
Web Forms if you need to create a web form in your Flask app.
You will not necessarily need forms if your app only reads from the database, but it is possible you’ll want to allow
people to search for content, or to choose content from a menu using a <select> element in a form that queries
the database. Then a form or forms will be required. Again, you will handle these tasks within Flask, using route
functions.
Of course, you’ll be using templates and all the other aspects of Flask covered in previous chapters here.
This overview should get you thinking about what you will need your Flask app to do, and how you will be querying
the database, inserting new records, etc.
For all Python and SQL commands, refer to the links listed under “User’s Guide” in the Flask-SQLAlchemy documentation.
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1.15.3 How to connect a database to a Flask app
The first step, assuming you have a database, is getting your app (or a starter script for your app) to connect to the
database. Do this first.
Here’s a starter script for testing whether you can connect:
Listing 29: ../python_code_examples/flask/databases/test_local_sqlite_db.py
1

"""
test a SQLite database connection locally
assumes database file is in same location
as this .py file

2
3
4
5

"""

6
7
8
9

from flask import Flask
from flask_sqlalchemy import SQLAlchemy
from sqlalchemy.sql import text

10
11

app = Flask(__name__)

12
13
14

# change to name of your database; add path if necessary
db_name = 'sockmarket.db'

15
16

app.config['SQLALCHEMY_DATABASE_URI'] = 'sqlite:///' + db_name

17
18

app.config['SQLALCHEMY_TRACK_MODIFICATIONS'] = True

19
20
21

# this variable, db, will be used for all SQLAlchemy commands
db = SQLAlchemy(app)

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

# NOTHING BELOW THIS LINE NEEDS TO CHANGE
# this route will test the database connection and nothing more
@app.route('/')
def testdb():
try:
db.session.query(text('1')).from_statement(text('SELECT 1')).all()
return '<h1>It works.</h1>'
except Exception as e:
# e holds description of the error
error_text = "<p>The error:<br>" + str(e) + "</p>"
hed = '<h1>Something is broken.</h1>'
return hed + error_text

35
36
37

if __name__ == '__main__':
app.run(debug=True)

The script above assumes that a SQLite database file (see filename on line 14) is in the same directory as the .py file.
The script will work with any SQLite database file.
• Starter scripts for a MySQL database connection are here. More about this below.
Note that line 16 is the key to the connection — it contains the database connection string, which will be different
depending on which SQL database system you are connecting to. The SQLite connection string is simpler than the
others, so be sure to read on if you’re using MySQL, PostgreSQL, or another system.
Run the script above:
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python test_local_sqlite_db.py

Open http://localhost:5000 in your web browser. If you see the text “It works.” — then all is well. Otherwise, you’ll see an error message that should enable you to resolve the problem.
SQLite resources
SQLite is a SQL database engine that is especially easy to work with because the database — regardless of its size or
how many tables it might include — is in a single .db file. You can copy the file, upload it to a server, and so on — it
is a standalone file.
Unlike other database systems, a SQLite database does not have a username or password for access to the database
itself.
• SQLite homepage
• Download and install SQLite for your operating system (note: MacOS already has SQLite)
• Download the free DB Browser for SQLite (you can easily create tables by importing CSV files) — use this to
create a new database, add tables, set data types for columns, etc.
• SQLite Tutorial
• SQLite can be used without SQLAlchemy: Using SQLite3 with Flask
Connecting to a MySQL database
Two scripts are provided to test a connection to a MySQL database. They are here. An additional Python module must
be installed — PyMySQL — and a username and password must be included in the connection string (even an empty
password has a place).
In addition, when running the MySQL database locally, a socket string must be included. This string will be very
different on MacOS and Windows.
If you do not want to run the database locally, but instead you have the database on a remote server — while you are
writing your Flask app (and testing it) on your own computer — you will need to remotely connect to your MySQL
database.
• See other examples of connection strings.
The connection string
The database connection string requires a strict syntax, or it will not work. The SQLite string is by far the simplest:
'sqlite:///' + db_name

That assumes the .db file is adjacent to your .py file. If not, write the path as needed.
For other database systems, the connection string will be more complex:
'mysql+pymysql://' + username + ':' + password + '@' + server + database

Note, that example is for MySQL only; the protocol will be different for, say, PostgreSQL.
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Setting environment variables
Instead of including username, password, and the whole database connection string within a Python script, you can
set the complete string as an environment variable. Note that the connection string must be complete and correct for
your configuration, as discussed in the previous section.
If you set an environment variable for the connection string, then add the following lines near the top of your script:
import os
# check for environment variable
if not os.getenv("DATABASE_URL"):
raise RuntimeError("DATABASE_URL is not set")

Eliminate all lines that refer to username, password, server, and database name.
Change the app.config statement to this:
app.config['SQLALCHEMY_DATABASE_URI'] = os.getenv("DATABASE_URL")

Look up how to set an environment variable for your operating system.
Note: os is a built-in Python module.
When setting up a Flask app on a server, there will be an option to set environment variables there. The lines in the
Flask script referring to the environment variable will not change.
Important: Only one environment variable on your computer, or in an app, can be named DATABASE_URL — it’s
a variable name, so you can change the string to something else, and you can set as many different variables as you
need.

Note: If you’re using a SQLite database, don’t bother with environment variables.

What could go wrong?
If you cannot get your Flask app to connect to your database, check the following:
• You forgot to install something (Flask-SQLAlchemy, or PyMySQL, etc.) in your Python virtual environment.
• Your virtual environment has not been activated.
• Your username and/or password for the database are wrong.
• Your database name is incorrect.
• On a remote server, permissions for the database user are not set correctly.
• For a local database, the socket does not match what you need on your computer.
• For a local MySQL database, you have not started the MySQL server.
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1.15.4 Summary
This has been a basic introduction to getting started with Flask-SQLAlchemy and databases in Flask. The first step is
to make sure you are able to connect successfully to the database you want to use.
A successful connection depends on which type of SQL system your database was built in. In this chapter, SQLite
and MySQL are covered. PostgreSQL is another popular option but not covered here.
Creating a database from scratch is not covered here.
The following two chapters cover reading from or writing to the database.
.

1.16 Flask: Read from a Database
It is essential to get your database connection working without errors before you try to do more with the database
and Flask.
• Refer to the previous chapter to test your database connection.
In this chapter we focus on reading data from a SQLite database, using Flask-SQLAlchemy.
• SQLAlchemy documentation
• Flask-SQLAlchemy documentation
• Code for this chapter

1.16.1 The database
The SQLite database used here is named sockmarket.db. It has only one table, named socks. It has seven fields: id,
name, style, color, quantity, price, and updated. You will see the table name and the field names later, in the Python
code. The image below is a screenshot from the DB Browser for SQLite, showing the top rows of the socks table.

1.16.2 First read
Without templates or anything fancy, let’s attempt to read some data from the database and return it in the browser.
Listing 30: ../python_code_examples/flask/databases/read_db_basic.py
1

""" read from a SQLite database and return data """

2
3
4

from flask import Flask
from flask_sqlalchemy import SQLAlchemy

5
6

app = Flask(__name__)

7
8
9

# the name of the database; add path if necessary
db_name = 'sockmarket.db'

10
11

app.config['SQLALCHEMY_DATABASE_URI'] = 'sqlite:///' + db_name

12
13

app.config['SQLALCHEMY_TRACK_MODIFICATIONS'] = True

14
15

# this variable, db, will be used for all SQLAlchemy commands
(continues on next page)
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16

db = SQLAlchemy(app)

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

# each table in the database needs a class to be created for it
# db.Model is required - don't change it
# identify all columns by name and data type
class Sock(db.Model):
__tablename__ = 'socks'
id = db.Column(db.Integer, primary_key=True)
name = db.Column(db.String)
style = db.Column(db.String)
color = db.Column(db.String)
quantity = db.Column(db.Integer)
price = db.Column(db.Float)
updated = db.Column(db.String)

30
31

#routes

Everything up to line 18 comes from the script explained in the previous chapter.
The model
Lines 21–29 provide a model so that Python can translate the socks table. It’s a Python class that inherits from the
Model class from SQLAlchemy. (Remember, db refers to SQLAlchemy.) We could name the new class anything,
but Sock makes sense because this table’s data is all about socks.
Note: Python style dictates that a class starts with an uppercase letter and uses camelCase. Using uppercase (as in
Sock here) helps us recognize when a class is being used in Python.
If your database has more than one table, you will need to create an additional class like this for each additional table.
Note the following in the highlighted class above:
• Identify the primary_key field as shown (line 23).
• Write the field names exactly as they appear in the table.
• In __tablename__ = 'socks', note that the name of the table is case-sensitive. Match it to your actual
table’s name.
• String, Integer or Float must match the data type in your fields.
• Include every field in the table.
See all possible data types here.
The query in the route
We will provide only one route to start with, and it includes a try/except just like the example in the previous chapter.
Listing 31: ../python_code_examples/flask/databases/read_db_basic.py
31

#routes

32
33
34

@app.route('/')
def index():
(continues on next page)
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35

try:

36

socks = Sock.query.filter_by(style='mini').order_by(Sock.name).all()
sock_text = '<ul>'
for sock in socks:
sock_text += '<li>' + sock.name + ', ' + sock.color + '</li>'
sock_text += '</ul>'
return sock_text
except Exception as e:
# e holds description of the error
error_text = "<p>The error:<br>" + str(e) + "</p>"
hed = '<h1>Something is broken.</h1>'
return hed + error_text

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

if __name__ == '__main__':
app.run(debug=True)

The only code that “talks” to the database is in line 36.
1. socks is a new variable. We assign to it the data we are pulling from the database.
2. Sock.query refers to the class we built, Sock, starting on line 21. We are querying the table specified in that
class.
3. .filter_by() limits what we’re asking for. It’s the WHERE clause in regular SQL.
4. style='mini' — in this table, style is a field name. 'mini' is a value in that field (column). So we will
get only socks with the style “mini” — not “knee-high,” “ankle,” or “other.”
5. order_by() selects a field (column) to determine the order of the results listing. This is optional. Any field
could be used.
6. Sock.name refers to the property name in the Sock class.
7. .all() is tacked onto the end of every query, unless you expect or want only one record to be returned — in
which case, use .first() instead.
The default for order_by() is ascending. To sort by a column in descending order:
from sqlalchemy import desc
Sock.query.filter_by(style='mini').order_by( desc(Sock.price) ).all()

Lines 37–40 create a string using the data in socks and adding HTML tags around the data — the <ul> and <li>
tags should be familiar to you.
After the for-loop completes, and the final closing tag </ul> is concatenated to the string, sock_text, and the final
string will be:
<ul><li>D'Shawn, blue</li><li>Divine, white stripes on navy</li><li>Faye, dark purple
˓→</li>
<li>Isabel, white</li><li>Jenny, blue</li><li>Jo-Anne, brown</li><li>Krissie, blue</
˓→li>
<li>Lizzy, red</li><li>Nancie, purple</li><li>Tanya, red</li><li>Terrie, blue stripe</
˓→li></ul>

Assuming that everything worked, that string is what will be returned (line 41).
The rest of the code (lines 42–49) is from the database intro chapter.
When the script runs, this is the result in the browser:
We have successfully queried data from this database and used it in a Flask route.
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Now we will put it into a Flask template.

1.16.3 Add a template
Using a Flask template, we can make the list of socks display more beautifully:

Here is the central section of the HTML template that will display the socks. Instead of using an HTML list with
<ul> and <li> tags, we’re using the standard HTML table tags with Bootstrap styles applied.
Listing 32: ../python_code_examples/flask/databases/flask_db_read/templates/list.html
<h1 class="pt-5 pb-2">List of Socks</h1>

22
23

<p class="lead alert alert-warning">This is a list of all the socks of the
<strong>{{ style }}</strong> style in our inventory.</p>

24
25
26

<p class="ml-4"><a href="{{ url_for('index') }}">Return to the index.</a></

27
˓→

p>

28
29
30
31
32
33

<table class="table">
<tr>
<th>Sock Name</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Price</th>
(continues on next page)
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<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Updated</th>

34
35

</tr>

36
37

<!-- here is a for-loop to give us all the socks -->
{% for sock in socks %}
<tr>
<td>{{ sock.name }}</td>
<td>{{ sock.color }}</td>
<td>${{ sock.price }}</td>
<td>{{ sock.quantity }}</td>
<td>{{ sock.updated }}</td>
</tr>
{% endfor %}

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

</table>

48

Refer to the Flask: Web Forms chapter for details about adding Bootstrap to Flask. Refer to the Flask Templates
chapter for details about working with templates.
The entire app, including its templates and the database file, is here.
The previous route
Our first working route with no template was this:
@app.route('/')
def index():
try:
socks = Sock.query.filter_by(style='mini').order_by(Sock.name).all()
sock_text = '<ul>'
for sock in socks:
sock_text += '<li>' + sock.name + ', ' + sock.color + '</li>'
sock_text += '</ul>'
return sock_text
# lines omitted here

Note that the database query is the same below, in the new route that uses a Flask template.
The new route
If you refer to the Jinja code in the template above, you will see that it requires a value for style — {{ style }}
and the value socks — used in the for-loop. (Those lines are highlighted.)
In the render_template() function returned by this route (below), you can see that these values are passed to
the template.
@app.route('/inventory/<style>')
def inventory(style):
socks = Sock.query.filter_by(style=style).order_by(Sock.name).all()
return render_template('list.html', socks=socks, style=style)

The one difference in the database query is that instead of getting only records for which the style is 'mini', here
the value for style comes from a route variable. This technique is covered in the templates chapter.
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1.16.4 A different database query
If you’re familiar with SQL, you know there are many different kinds of queries we can write against a database. All
of them can be constructed one way or another with Flask-SQLAlchemy.
• Search on the Query API page in the SQLAlchemy documentation when you need to work out the syntax for an
unusual query.
As an example, let’s see how to get this result for the index page of the socks app:

We might know exactly which styles are available in this database — but what if we don’t know? What if we expect
new styles to be added without warning? Then we cannot hard-code the style values into the page you see above.
Someday there might be a fifth style. We need to extract the styles from the database itself.
Listing 33: ../python_code_examples/flask/databases/flask_db_read/read_db.py
35

#routes

36
37
38
39
40
41

@app.route('/')
def index():
# get a list of unique values in the style column
styles = Sock.query.with_entities(Sock.style).distinct()
return render_template('index.html', styles=styles)

42

Above is the route for the index (or starting page) of the app. It calls the template named index.html, which you can
see in part below. But focus your attention on the database query in line 40.
• The with_entities() method restricts the columns returned to only the one(s) you want. In this case, we
want only the style column.
• The distinct() method returns only unique values in the specified column.
Therefore, the contents of the new variable styles in line 40 above are one instance of each unique value in the style
column. By passing styles to the template index.html, we can use those values to create a list of links.
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Listing 34: ../python_code_examples/flask/databases/flask_db_read/templates/index.html
<h1 class="pt-5 pb-2">Welcome to the Sock Market!</h1>

21
22
23
˓→

<p class="lead">This is the index page for an example Flask app using a SQL
database containing an inventory of many colorful socks.</p>

24

<p>Select the style of sock you would like to see:</p>

25
26
27
28
29

30
31

<ul>
{% for s in styles %}
<li><a href="{{ url_for( 'inventory', style=s.style ) }}">{{ s.style }}</a>
˓→</li>
{% endfor %}
</ul>

Above is the HTML in the index.html template. The list styles came from the route, and we can loop over the list
with a Jinja directive.
The URL value for href= must be encoded for Flask (line 29). This was covered in the templates chapter.
In line 29, both the href= value and the text that is linked use the same value from styles. As we loop over
styles, the current record is s — so the value in the style column is accessed with s.style. Because the list
styles contains only unique values from the style column, each different style appears only once.
The URL that executes the other route function in this app is:
/inventory/<style>

You’ve seen this kind of Flask route before:
/president/<num>

The result of clicking knee-high on the index page is that the following HTTP request is sent to the server:
localhost:5000/inventory/knee-high

The HTTP response comes from this route in the app script, with the value of style now being knee-high:
@app.route('/inventory/<style>')
def inventory(style):
socks = Sock.query.filter_by(style=style).order_by(Sock.name).all()
return render_template('list.html', socks=socks, style=style)

In the browser, the list.html template will be loaded, displaying a table showing all sock records that have the style
knee-high.
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1.16.5 Summary
Reading from the database depends on being able to connect to the database in the first place. That is covered in Flask
and Databases.
After that is accomplished, you need to write a database query (in a Flask route function) that gets what you need
from the database. You might need only one record (part or whole), several records, or just values from one column in
the database.
Before writing any queries, though, you need to create a model for each table in your database. The name of this
model class will be used in your database queries.
If your database has more than one table, you might need to write SQL joins to get what you need. Joins are not
covered here. Explicit linking of tables with a foreign key also is not covered here.
Values obtained from a database query are then passed to a Flask template. Using the Jinja template syntax in the
template file’s code determines where the values appear in the HTML. That is covered in Flask Templates and also in
this chapter.
.

1.17 Flask: Write to a Database
In this chapter we focus on writing data to a SQLite database, using Flask-SQLAlchemy.
We will cover:
1. Add a new record: Create a complete new entry and add it to the database.
2. Update a record: Retrieve an existing record and allow the user to edit any part of it, then write the changes to
the database.
3. Delete a selected record.
Resources:
• SQLAlchemy documentation
• Flask-SQLAlchemy documentation
• Code for this chapter
• Live version of the Flask app

1.17.1 The database
We will use the same SQLite database from the chapter Flask: Read from a Database.
The database is named sockmarket.db. It has only one table, named socks. It has seven fields: id, name, style, color,
quantity, price, and updated. You will see the table name and the field names later, in the Python code. The image
below is a screenshot from the DB Browser for SQLite, showing the top rows of the socks table.
It is essential to get your database connection working without errors before you try to do more with the database
and Flask.
• Refer to Flask and Databases to test your database connection.
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1.17.2 Add new record to database
To add a new record to the database as part of a Flask app, you will likely use an HTML form similar to this:

The route: localhost:5000/add_record
Flask forms using Flask-WTF and Flask-Bootstrap4 were introduced in the chapter Flask: Web Forms. See the code
for this form below.
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App setup
The example app we will build here begins with the app completed in the chapter about reading from a database. Now
there will be a lot of new imports at the top of the app file:
Listing 35: ../python_code_examples/flask/databases/flask_db_write/write_db.py
1
2
3

""" write to a SQLite database with forms, templates
add new record, delete a record, edit/update a record
"""

4
5
6
7

from flask import Flask, render_template, request, flash
from flask_sqlalchemy import SQLAlchemy
from flask_bootstrap import Bootstrap

8
9
10

11
12

from flask_wtf import FlaskForm
from wtforms import SubmitField, SelectField, RadioField, HiddenField, StringField,
˓→IntegerField, FloatField
from wtforms.validators import InputRequired, Length, Regexp, NumberRange
from datetime import date

13
14

app = Flask(__name__)

15
16
17

# Flask-WTF requires an enryption key - the string can be anything
app.config['SECRET_KEY'] = 'MLXH243GssUWwKdTWS7FDhdwYF56wPj8'

18
19
20

# Flask-Bootstrap requires this line
Bootstrap(app)

21
22
23

# the name of the database; add path if necessary
db_name = 'sockmarket.db'

24
25

app.config['SQLALCHEMY_DATABASE_URI'] = 'sqlite:///' + db_name

26
27

app.config['SQLALCHEMY_TRACK_MODIFICATIONS'] = True

28
29
30

# this variable, db, will be used for all SQLAlchemy commands
db = SQLAlchemy(app)

31

• Line 5: new imports from Flask — request and flash. You’ll see these in the first new route.
• Line 10: new form fields you have not seen before, because the form here has a lot more going on than the
simple form in the introductory chapter.
• Line 11: new form validators to prevent unwanted values going into your database.
• Line 12: import to enable Python to insert a date automatically into your database.
• Line 17: required by WTForms; covered in the forms chapter.
• Everything else above was covered in previous chapters.
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Database table setup
Listing 36: ../python_code_examples/flask/databases/flask_db_write/write_db.py
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

# each table in the database needs a class to be created for it
# db.Model is required - don't change it
# identify all columns by name and data type
class Sock(db.Model):
__tablename__ = 'socks'
id = db.Column(db.Integer, primary_key=True)
name = db.Column(db.String)
style = db.Column(db.String)
color = db.Column(db.String)
quantity = db.Column(db.Integer)
price = db.Column(db.Float)
updated = db.Column(db.String)

44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

def __init__(self, name, style, color, quantity, price, updated):
self.name = name
self.style = style
self.color = color
self.quantity = quantity
self.price = price
self.updated = updated

52

Lines 35–43 were explained in the chapter about reading from a database. Lines 45–51 were not needed there, but
now we need them, or we’ll get an error when we try to write a new record into this table in the database.
__init__() is a reserved method in Python classes. It is called when an object is created from the class, to initialize
the properties of the class. Here, it specifies that when we pass values into a new record in this table, the order of
the values will be name, style, color, quantity, price, updated. Note that the order matters! You’ll see this in the first
new route. self represents the new instance of the class, and everywhere you see it, it needs to stay.
Important: If your app needs to write a new record into more than one table, you’ll need to set up each of those
tables in this way also.

The form without validators
As explained in the web forms chapter, we can vastly simplify the template HTML by defining every aspect of a
form in a new class in the app script.
class AddRecord(FlaskForm):
# id used only by update/edit
id_field = HiddenField()
name = StringField('Sock name')
style = SelectField('Choose the sock style',
choices=[ ('', ''), ('ankle', 'Ankle'),
('knee-high', 'Knee-high'),
('mini', 'Mini'),
('other', 'Other') ])
color = StringField('Color')
quantity = IntegerField('Quantity in stock')
price = FloatField('Retail price per pair')
(continues on next page)
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# updated - date - handled in the route function
updated = HiddenField()
submit = SubmitField('Add/Update Record')

Note: Each different field type here was imported from wtforms at the top of the script file.
See a list of all WTForms field types. Note that they are case-sensitive.
The following might be puzzling:
• choices=[] — required for a SelectField. Inside the square brackets are tuples. The first item in a tuple is
the value for the database. The second item in a tuple is the text visible in the select menu. These pairs translate
into lines like this in the HTML: <option value="ankle">Ankle</option>
• HiddenField() denotes an HTML form element: <input type="hidden">. This kind of form element is used to pass values that should not be edited or even seen by users, such as a database primary key.
Learn more at MDN.
Everything else should be clear if you are familiar with regular HTML forms. Compare the code to the screenshot of
the form. The live page is here.
The form with validators
Validators — also imported from wtforms — can get pretty complicated. They can do quite a lot to prevent bad values
from being written to your database, though, so it’s worthwhile to learn how to use them.
Below is the same form class with the validators added. This is the class used in the example app.
See a list of all WTForms validators.
class AddRecord(FlaskForm):
# id used only by update/edit
id_field = HiddenField()
name = StringField('Sock name', [ InputRequired(),
Regexp(r'^[A-Za-z\s\-\']+$', message="Invalid sock name"),
Length(min=3, max=25, message="Invalid sock name length")
])
style = SelectField('Choose the sock style', [ InputRequired()],
choices=[ ('', ''), ('ankle', 'Ankle'),
('knee-high', 'Knee-high'),
('mini', 'Mini'),
('other', 'Other') ])
color = StringField('Color', [ InputRequired(),
Regexp(r'^[A-Za-z\s\-\'\/]+$', message="Invalid color"),
Length(min=3, max=25, message="Invalid color length")
])
quantity = IntegerField('Quantity in stock', [ InputRequired(),
NumberRange(min=1, max=999, message="Invalid range")
])
price = FloatField('Retail price per pair', [ InputRequired(),
NumberRange(min=1.00, max=99.99, message="Invalid range")
])
# updated - date - handled in the route function
updated = HiddenField()
submit = SubmitField('Add/Update Record')
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• InputRequired() means the field cannot be left empty.
• Regexp() is used to provide a regular expression, which is a pattern the entered string needs to match. Learn
about regular expressions in Python. The message= value inside the parentheses will appear if the pattern is
not matched.
• Length() allows us to provide a minimum and maximum length for the string. It also provides a message=
option.
• NumberRange() allows us to provide a minimum and maximum number for an integer or a float.
Note: Each different validator above was imported from wtforms at the top of the script file.

The route function
The route — like all the code shown above — is in the app script, write_db.py.
The route add_record renders a template that contains the web form discussed above. In the decorator we add
methods=['GET', 'POST'] because this template can legitimately open via a regular HTTP request (get) or
via a request with form data attached to it (post).
The function has an if/else to handle two different circumstances:
1. The form on the page has been submitted, and the form data were all valid. (The validate_on_submit()
function returns True.) In that case, we want to send the data to the database.
2. No data will be written to the database. That case actually has two possible conditions:
a. The form has not yet been filled in and submitted.
b. The form was submitted, but there is invalid data in one or more fields.
First we’ll look at what happens if the data are valid and are written to the database:
Listing 37: ../python_code_examples/flask/databases/flask_db_write/write_db.py
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134

# add a new sock to the database
@app.route('/add_record', methods=['GET', 'POST'])
def add_record():
form1 = AddRecord()
if form1.validate_on_submit():
name = request.form['name']
style = request.form['style']
color = request.form['color']
quantity = request.form['quantity']
price = request.form['price']
# get today's date from function, above all the routes
updated = stringdate()
# the data to be inserted into Sock model - the table, socks
record = Sock(name, style, color, quantity, price, updated)
# Flask-SQLAlchemy magic adds record to database
db.session.add(record)
db.session.commit()
# create a message to send to the template
message = f"The data for sock {name} has been submitted."
return render_template('add_record.html', message=message)
else:
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• Line 117: Using the form class created above, we create an instance of that form and assign it to the variable
form1.
• Line 118: The if clause runs if the form data were valid. That means we want to write the data to the database.
• Lines 119–123: Create new variables from the data received from the form.
• Line 125: Run a function to create a date string representing today’s date. Assign that string to the new variable
updated.
• Line 127: Using the model class created above — Sock — we format the data in the manner expected by the
database, following the order in the __init__ function. Assign this to a new variable, record.
• Lines 129–130: This is SQLAlchemy handling everything to securely write to the database. Note that the
variable record is used in line 129. db.session.commit() is necessary to update your database.
• Line 132: Create a message to pass to the template. Note that this message only exists if the data were sent to
the database.
• Line 133: Render the template, passing the message to it.

Above, the result of successfully writing to the database renders the template without showing the form. It displays the
message, including the name of the sock just submitted.
What happens if data in one or more form fields are invalid when the form is submitted?
Recall that in the form class, validators were added to restrict what can be sent to the database.
Above, you can see the result of invalid data in two of the form fields. The user can correct the errors and submit the
form again. Nothing will be written to the database until all fields contain valid data. This is handled in the second
part of the route function — the else clause:
Listing 38: ../python_code_examples/flask/databases/flask_db_write/write_db.py
else:
# show validaton errors
# see https://pythonprogramming.net/flash-flask-tutorial/
for field, errors in form1.errors.items():
for error in errors:
flash("Error in {}: {}".format(

134
135
136
137
138
139

(continues on next page)
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getattr(form1, field).label.text,
error
), 'error')
return render_template('add_record.html', form1=form1)

140
141
142
143
144

See the Flask Flash Function Tutorial for details about using flash() and the for-loop in the code above.
Note that the else clause also runs if this page is freshly opened in the browser, with an empty form. In that case, the
for-loop runs, but there are no errors — and so no flash() messages will appear on the page.
The form — form1 — must be passed to the template in the return statement (line 143 above).
The template
Because of the flash() messages, this template is a bit complicated.
The top part (lines 26–34) runs only if the data were just written to the database. This is the case where the form is not
on the page and the message says the data have been submitted.
The else clause is discussed below.
Listing 39: ../python_code_examples/flask/databases/flask_db_write/templates/add_record.html
<h1 class="pt-5 pb-2">Add a New Sock</h1>

24
25

{% if message %}

26
27

<!-- the form was submitted and message exists -->
<p class="lead"><strong>{{ message }}</strong></p>

28
29
30

<!-- links -->
<p><a href="{{ url_for('add_record') }}">Submit another sock.

31
32
˓→

</a></p>

33

<p><a href="{{ url_for('index') }}">Return to the index.</a></

34

p>

˓→
35

{% else %}

36
37

<!-- the form is displayed when template opens via GET not

38
˓→

POST -->

˓→

inventory.</p>

˓→

the index.</a></p>

39

<p class="lead alert alert-primary">Add a new sock to our

40

41

<p class="ml-4"><a href="{{ url_for('index') }}">Return to

42

43

<!-- show flash - based on WTForms validators
see https://pythonprogramming.net/flash-flask-

44
45
˓→

tutorial/
get_flashed_messages() exists here because of flash()
in the route function
-->
{% with errors = get_flashed_messages() %}
{% if errors %}

46
47
48
49
50

(continues on next page)
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{% for err in errors %}
<div class="alert alert-danger alert-

51
52
˓→
53
˓→
54
55
56
57
58
59

dismissible" role="alert">
<button type="button" class="close"
data-dismiss="alert" aria-label="Close"><span aria-hidden="true">×</span></button>
{{ err }}
</div>
{% endfor %}
{% endif %}
{% endwith %}
<!-- end of flash -->

60

<!-- the form, thanks to WTForms -->
{{ wtf.quick_form(form1) }}

61
62
63
64

{% endif %}

The key thing to notice in the else clause is that the form is displayed (line 62):
{{ wtf.quick_form(form1) }}

Recall that form1 was passed to the template in the route function.
Lines 49–58 handle the flash() messages that are written if the form is submitted with invalid data. The way this
section of code works is explained in this tutorial.
If the page was just opened and the form is empty, unfilled, then there are no flash() messages.
Summary: Add new record
While that probably seems like a lot, note that there are one form, one route, and one template used to create a new
record and add it to the database.
The template and the route in this case handle BOTH the form before it has been submitted AND the submission of
the form.
That will not be the same when we delete or update a database record in this app.
• Code for this app
• Live version of this app

1.17.3 Delete or update a record
In contrast to adding a new record, either deleting or editing an existing record requires your code to find a specific
record that is already in the database. The record must be selected in a way that guarantees only one record will be
selected.
In this app, the index page offers an option to select a sock for editing:
Above: / — route; index() — function; index.html — template
The link opens a page showing socks listed alphabetically by name, with a radio button at left to allow selection of
just one sock:
Above: /select_record/<letters> — route; select_record(letters) — function; select_record.html — template
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The value encoded in the radio button is the unique ID (the primary key) for the sock record in the database. For
example:
<tr>
<td class="center-align"><input type="radio" name="id" value="44" required></td>
<td>Evelyn</td>
<td>black multi</td>

The form in the template select_record.html has this action attribute in the form tag:
action="{{ url_for('edit_or_delete') }}"

As a result, submitting that form calls the route for the edit_or_delete() function:
Listing 40: ../python_code_examples/flask/databases/flask_db_write/write_db.py
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163

# edit or delete - come here from form in /select_record
@app.route('/edit_or_delete', methods=['POST'])
def edit_or_delete():
id = request.form['id']
choice = request.form['choice']
sock = Sock.query.filter(Sock.id == id).first()
# two forms in this template
form1 = AddRecord()
form2 = DeleteForm()
return render_template('edit_or_delete.html', sock=sock, form1=form1, form2=form2,
˓→ choice=choice)

164

The unique ID is used in the database query (line 159) to retrieve the selected record from the database.
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Note: The difference between ending the database query with .first() is that it returns only one record, while
.all() returns all matching records as a list. Do not try to loop over a result obtained with .first().
The template rendered by that route — edit_or_delete.html — includes an if/else to determine whether to show the
form for deleting a record or the form for updating a record. It tests the value of the variable choice, which came
from the form (line 158) and is passed to the template (line 163). The precise record that was selected is retrieved from
the database in line 159 (highlighted) and passed to the template in line 163.
If you chose to delete, this is what you’ll see:

Above: /edit_or_delete — route; edit_or_delete() — function; edit_or_delete.html — template
If you chose to edit, you’ll see the form with values filled in from the record that was retrieved from the database.:
Above: /edit_or_delete — route; edit_or_delete() — function; edit_or_delete.html — template
If you opened that route without submitting the form:
Above: /edit_or_delete — route; edit_or_delete() — function; edit_or_delete.html — template
Important: All of the three previous screenshots come from the same route, /edit_or_delete. The template determines
whether to show “Delete a Sock” or “Edit a Sock” based on the value of the variable choice. The third screenshot is
an error template (error.html) that renders automatically if the HTTP request was get and not post — because:
@app.route('/edit_or_delete', methods=['POST'])
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Deleting
By submitting the deletion form that appears in the enter_or_delete.html template, the user causes the deletion to
occur. The action in the form is:
action="{{ url_for('delete_result') }}"

And so this route function is called:
Listing 41: ../python_code_examples/flask/databases/flask_db_write/write_db.py
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178

# result of delete - this function deletes the record
@app.route('/delete_result', methods=['POST'])
def delete_result():
id = request.form['id_field']
purpose = request.form['purpose']
sock = Sock.query.filter(Sock.id == id).first()
if purpose == 'delete':
db.session.delete(sock)
db.session.commit()
message = f"The sock {sock.name} has been deleted from the database."
return render_template('result.html', message=message)
else:
# this calls an error handler
abort(405)

179

The record deletion is performed in lines 172–173. The unique ID for the record was obtained from the form. The
record was retrieved from the database in line 170. A message will be passed to the template named result.html (line
175), and this is the result:
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Editing
Alternatively, by submitting the edit/update form that appears in the enter_or_delete.html template, the user causes the
record to be changed in the database. The action in the form is:
action="{{ url_for('edit_result') }}"

And so this route function is called:
Listing 42: ../python_code_examples/flask/databases/flask_db_write/write_db.py
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193

# result of edit - this function updates the record
@app.route('/edit_result', methods=['POST'])
def edit_result():
id = request.form['id_field']
# call up the record from the database
sock = Sock.query.filter(Sock.id == id).first()
# update all values
sock.name = request.form['name']
sock.style = request.form['style']
sock.color = request.form['color']
sock.quantity = request.form['quantity']
sock.price = request.form['price']
# get today's date from function, above all the routes
sock.updated = stringdate()

194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202

form1 = AddRecord()
if form1.validate_on_submit():
# update database record
db.session.commit()
# create a message to send to the template
message = f"The data for sock {sock.name} has been updated."
return render_template('result.html', message=message)
else:

This is a bit more complicated than the deletion function, but recall the way we added a new record, at the start of this
chapter. Note that we are in fact using the same form that we used there. We are validating the data in exactly the
same way (the else clause following line 202 is practically the same).
In lines 187–191, we add the form data to sock — which contains the record retrieved from the database in line 185.
However, we do not write the record back to the database unless the form data validates. This is also very similar to
the way we added a new record. The most significant difference between this function and that one is that when we
add a new record we use db.session.add(record) and here, we do not. We only commit the changes with:
db.session.commit()

A message will be passed to the template named result.html (line 201), and this is the result:
Important: Both route functions — the one for deleting a record AND the one for editing a record — render the
same template, result.html.
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Summary: Delete or update (and a diagram)
This is a lot, with three different forms and three different templates. Perhaps this diagram will help.

Of course this is not the only way to build it — Flask gives us a lot of freedom to design templates and use routes
whatever way is best for the application we need to build.
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1.17.4 Conclusion & tips
If you’re making changes to a database via a Flask app, you are likely to use HTML forms.
A key fact to remember is that if you use the WTForms/flask_wtf quick_form(), you do not have a lot of options
for that form outside the class you build in the Flask app. See the documentation.
If you want more flexibility, you can encode a form like the two forms in the template edit_or_delete.html — both of
those have values assigned to each field. See the complete template here.
For even more flexibility, you can write the entire form from scratch, as seen in the template select_record.html. In
that case, you do not need to build a Python class for the form.
If you do not assign an action to a form, it will call the same route again when you submit it. If you want it to call a
different route, assign that route as the value of action= — using Jinja template syntax, like this:
action="{{ url_for('edit_result') }}"

Note: It is always the function name as the argument for url_for() — never the template name. If the function
is named differently from the route URL, be sure to use the function name.
When writing the decorator for a route, consider whether you need to assign ONLY the post method to it, or BOTH
post and get. In the socks app, only one route requires both post and get:
@app.route('/add_record', methods=['GET', 'POST'])

Three routes require only post:
@app.route('/edit_or_delete', methods=['POST'])
@app.route('/delete_result', methods=['POST'])
@app.route('/edit_result', methods=['POST'])

The difference is this: for /add_record the user needs to be able to open the unfilled form with a regular link. That is
the get method — the default for every regular web page. But when a route runs as the result of a form submission,
the method post is required, because only post can convey form data to the server as attached data (not visible in the
browser address bar). The /add_record route both opens the (empty) form and processes the form.
The other three routes listed above ONLY run when a form is posted. If you try to open those directly, you’ll see an
error message.
.

1.18 configparser
Python’s build-in module configparser provides a handy way to manage API keys that you always want to keep
out of any public code in GitHub repos, gists, etc.
This chapter shows a quick, easy way for beginners to use a .cfg file to keep secret keys and tokens in one place.
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1.18.1 Set up your config file
Let’s say all your Python work and project folders are inside a folder named python on your computer. We are
looking at files you run locally, not on a server.
1. To make your config file easy to access, but not likely to be deleted (by you) by accident, create a new folder in
that top-level folder — which I will assume is named python — on your computer.
2. Name the new folder config.
3. Inside the config folder, create a new file named keys_config.cfg. This is a plain-text file. You can
create it in Atom or any code editor.
4. Write at least one key — or set of keys and tokens — into the file in the exact pattern shown below. Then save
the file.
[openweather]
api_key = mt732wbt5kh5ea4bkw7qytbb9gdkaew4
[twitter]
consumer_key = d53Qe4uf5LMWuQeQFFG66n6BN
consumer_secret = Yxf5n2BwnRELRrkkVjWgpTu48sz5KwGD52324PuwkFWdmVGP4m
access_token = 9922431-d53Qe4uf5LMWuQeQFFG66n6BN
access_token_secret = ubfWMR8WYucrzeaQdrqkm6SrhYTMVQSsxZWpNbtUCMX5u
[google]
api_key = ubfWMR8WYucrzeaQdrqkm6SrhYTMVQSsxZWpNbtUCMX5u

These are not real keys. Do not try to use them.
• Note, there are no quotation marks in the file.
• The name of the vendor or source is in brackets.
• Use linespaces between items exactly as shown.

1.18.2 Accessing the config file
Your config file can contain keys and tokens for many different APIs. When you are writing a Python script to access
a particular API, you will want to get the keys only for that one API.
For an example, let’s say you’re accessing the OpenWeather API in a new Python script. Your script is in a folder
named weather, and that folder is inside the python folder referred to above. In that case, the code in your script
is:
from configparser import ConfigParser
config = ConfigParser()
config.read('../config/keys_config.cfg')
API_KEY = config.get('openweather', 'api_key')

Note, you will need to ensure that the path on the third line above matches your system. The image below shows the
relationship represented in the code above.
You will use config.get() separately for each key or token.
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1.18.3 More info
Read more about configparser in the Python docs.
You might find it necessary to use Python’s pathlib module for writing relative paths. Learn more here.
.
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